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Quinn: The Mormon Succession Crisis of 1844

the mormon
succession crisis of 1844
D michael quinn
As president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
since its establishment in 1830 joseph smith jr had been the apex
ile was
lle
of a pyramid of ecclesiastical leadership but to many people lie
he
viewed as though he
ile were the keystone of the existence of morlle
lie
monism in this view as the removal of the keystone from an arch
causes the arch to collapse it was assumed that the entire LIDS
LDS

church would collapse if at smith s death the role of the president
were not filled properly and to the satisfaction of the general member ship A small group of men most notably the quorum of the
bership
twelve apostles had received private instruction from joseph
smith in the spring of 1844 concerning the proper mode of succession

these private instructions however were unknown to the

LDS
general membership of the IDS
ins church in fact by the summer
of 1844 there was no explicit outline of presidential succession in
print
this laid the foundation for a succession crisis among the latter
day saints when joseph smith was murdered by a mob on 27 june
mormons have only the haziest concept
1844 not only did most cormons
of what should transpire in the leadership of the LDS church if
the founding prophet were to die but between 1834 and 1844
joseph smith had by word or action established precedents or
authority for eight possible methods of succession 1 by a counselor in the first presidency 2 by a special appointment 3
through the office of associate president 4 by the presiding patriarch 5 by the council of fifty 6 by the
die
dle quorum of the twelve
apostles 7 by three priesthood councils 8 by a descendant of
joseph smith jr in time all but one of the major claimants were
invalidated by their personal circumstances or the insufficiency of
their claims
D michael quinn is a doctoral candidate in history at yale university
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for
fol
foi those few to whom joseph had given definite instructions
relating to succession their course following the martyrdom was
clear once the shock of that event passed but for the average mormon the death of joseph smith jr created a sometimes prolonged
crisis in which it was necessary to decide which of conflicting succession claimants was authorized of god the schismatic fragmentation of the LDS church that followed the martyrdom resulted
from a multiplicity of succession precedents and a general lack of
uniform understanding of what joseph smith s provisions for succession actually were tracing the history and significance of these
eight precedents is the work of this article

succession

BY A COUNSELOR

the

earliest mode of presidential succession mentioned by joseph smith concerned the right of his first or second counselor to
preside in his absence on 17 february 1834
1854 at the organization
of the kirtland council the prophet spoke of the role of counselors
in the ancient church
he had two men appointed as counsellors
with him and in case peter was absent his counsellors
coun sellors could
transact business alone 1 an 1833 revelation stated that the counselors in the first presidency are accounted as equal with thee in
holding the keys of this last kingdom dac
90 6 moreover
d&c 906
on 19 april 1834 joseph smith oliver cowdery and zebedee coltrin laid hands upon bro sidney rigdon and confirmed upon
him the blessings of wisdom and knowledge to preside over the
church in the absence of brother joseph although idiomatic english would not normally equate absence with death in such
statements the lack of a publicly acknowledged method of succormons in 1844 to make such an equation
cession caused many mormons
in rigdon s favor this interpretation was aided by the fact that the
prophet had never specifically denied the possibility of presidential
succession by a surviving counselor of the first presidency in the
event of his own death 2
kirtland council minute book 17 february 1834 archives division historical
department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as
church of jesus christ
chmch
hisfof of the chach
chiist of
church archives see also joseph smith jr history
vois
os salt lake city deseret book 1970
of lafter
laffer day saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
latter
2 25 2831
28 31 hereafter cited as HC all manuscript excerpts in this article are quoted
225

by permission of the respective repositories
ap 7879 church archives HC
journal of joseph smith jr 18321834 pp
2 251 in the history
histo of the church there are minutes of a meeting of the first
2251
also the twelve
presidency and the quorum of the twelve
twebe part of which reads
myself said the prophet
are not subject to any other than the first presidency viz
MZ
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after joseph smith s murder in june

1844 sidney rigdon in
indeed did claim the right as first counselor to preside over the church
as guardian but his previous unstable church service did not
inspire confidence in his claim less than four months after he
had been appointed as a counselor to joseph smith on 8 march
1832 3 rigdon attempted to seize control of the church as described
in the diary of reynolds cahoon under the date of 5566 july 1832

0

clock met with some ot
of the br for meting and
at the meting br sidney remarked that he had a revelation from
the lord & said that the kingdom was taken from the church
and left with him fryday br hiram went after joseph when he
came he affirmed that the kingdom was ours & never should be

thursday 4

taking from the faithful

4

the

took his license
but
ped rigdon
disfellowshipped
prophet disfellowship
after a period of about three weeks he restored rigdon to the pocormons
sition of counselor moreover after the expulsion of the mormons
from missouri in 1839 rigdon became disaffected claiming that
he would never follow any revelation again that did not tend to
his comfort and interest let it come from joseph smith god
almighty or any body else c rigdon apparently also urged the
sidney rigdon and frederick G williams who are
afe now my counselors and where
ule
dle
aie
I1 am not there is no first presidency over the twelve
the prophet also stated to the twelve that he did not countenance the harsh
see HC 2374
574 italics added
language of president cowdery to them
2574
2 374
the italicized words certainly would have removed the implication that at the
death of the president of the church his counselors would be able to succeed him
in the leadership of the church the italicized words however were not in the original minutes which constituted roberts source the passage in the original reads
also the 12 are not subject to any other than the first presidency viz myself S
rigdon and F D williams I1 also stated to the 12 that 1I do not countenance the
see journal of joseph smith
harsh language of presidency cowdery to them
jr 16 january 1836 this important addition to the text appeared in the printed
edition of these minutes in history of joseph smith deseret news biweekly
21 august 1852 1I have
hae been unable to find any original records of a statement by jo
seph smith specifically nullifying the right of presidential succession by his couns
elors implied in his 1834 remarks
ap 1011
10 11 church archives see also
kirtland revelations book 8 march 1832 pp
loii
loli
om
out
fout
evolution of the presiding quorums of the LDS church rour
D michael quinn
I our
nal of mormon history 119742324
11974 23 24
5 6 july 1832 church archives
diary of reynolds cahoon 56
in a letter to W W phelps on 31 july 1832 joseph smith said that rigdon
had already been restored to his position see joseph smith papers church archives
1844 660 jedediah M grant A collection of facts
times and seasons 51 october 1844660
philadelphia brown
eilef sidney rigdon
relative to the course taken by elder
bicking & guilbert 1844 p 6 lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph
pp
ap 19496
smith the prophet london latter day saints book depot 1853
orson hyde speech of elder orson hyde delivered before the high priests
&
iii john taylor 1845 p
ili
ill
quorum in nauvoo april 271h
27th 1845 city of joseph 111
facts p 13 brigham youngs statement in times and
faris
7 grant A collection of fanti
seasons 51 october 1844666
1844 666

1197423
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saints to scatter after their expulsion for the work seems as though
it had come to an end
when joseph smith escaped from prison
in missouri however he had the saints gather at a settlement on
the mississippi lie
ile
lle
he later named nauvoo
at nauvoo joseph smith sought to displace rigdon from the
presidency of the church in 1841 joseph appointed john C bennett as assistant president to assume rigdons
Rig dons duties and on 13
august 1843 a conference of the church at nauvoo temporarily
mormons nevertdisfellowshipped
ped rigdon for allegedly aiding anti cormons
disfellowship
th eless a general conference on 7 october 1843 voted to retain
heless
rigdon as first counselor even though joseph smith proposed that
rigdon be deposed and excommunicated forced to have a counselor
dian t want the prophet remarked 1 I have thrown him off my
he didn
shoulders and you have again put him on me you may carry him
but 1I will not 8 although sidney rigdon briefly regained the conthe eve of his asfidence of the prophet in the spring of 1844 on flie
sassi
sassination
nation joseph expressed gratitude that rigdon would not lead
the church 9
after the martyrdom of the prophet sidney rigdon returned
to nauvoo from pittsburgh pennsylvania claiming that he was
the man to lead the church as its guardian he presented his
mormons of his long associaclaim of succession by reminding the cormons
tion with the deceased prophet and by referring to a revelation he
had allegedly received in pittsburgh confirming his right to lead
moreover rigdon claimed that the death of joseph smith had not
disorganized any quorum of the church and therefore rigdon
claimed he still functioned as first counselor but many of the
saints at nauvoo were well aware of his previous instability and
at a public meeting on 8 august 1844 rejected rigdon s claim to
succession and voted to accept the quorum of the twelve apostles
as the presiding authority 10
7

brigham young and john taylor in journal of discourses 26 vols london
D
1855 1886
latter day saints book depot 18551886
1125 17 hereafter cited as JD
WC
HC 649 A variant quotation of joseph smiths words concerning the action
of the conference in 1843 is as follows 1 I do therefore reject and cast him off as a
man unworthy of the high office to which he has been ordained and appointed I1 can
no longer sustain him if the church is disposed to take the responsibility upon itself
of sustaining him it may but 1I shall do it no longer see grant A collection of
facts p 15
Mc
9for
Rig dons pre 1844 decline see F mark mckiernan
ifor a summary of rigdons
the voice
for
Kieman
kleman
sidney rigdon religious reformer 1793
1876
of one crying in the wilderness
17931876
log
106
10 114
25 hereafter cited as
ap logio
lawrence kansas coronado press 1971 pp
10610
11425
sidney rigdon
ibid p 129
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bitterly disappointed rigdon refused the offer of the apostles
to continue functioning under their direction the seriousness
of rigdon s position and the threat he represented in 1844 was indicated in the journal of one of the apostles george A smith
tuesday sept 3 1I learned elder rigdon was making a division in
the church ordaining prophets priests & kings contrary to the say
of god the twelve visited him he said his authority was greater
than ours seemed determined to scatter the church and led
up A party he claimed to have many visions and revelations and
at varance with those given prest joseph smith we labored with
him till 9 0 cioc
doc at night and after deliberation desfeloshiped him
& sent elders P P pratt 0 hide A lyman to demand his
licenc
licena he was angry he said he would expose the counsels of
the church and publish all he knew against us he knew the church
had not been led by the spirit to god for long time 11

unable to tolerate rigdon s schismatic activities the quorum of the
twelve prepared to excommunicate him in doing so they took
pains to assemble a special council designated in one of the revelations as the proper body to try a president of the high priesthood

for misconduct 12 the care of the apostles in adhering to this provision may have been intended to show rigdons
Rig dons supporters that his
case had been handled in a manner appropriate to his pretensions
like john C bennett and william law before him sidney
rigdon in october 1844 established a periodical in which he and
his supporters attacked the church at nauvoo charging the saints
with various crimes including polygamy rigdon was sustained as
first president of the church at a conference of his supporters
in pittsburgh on 12 october 1844 which was followed by the establish
ment of a church of christ on 6 april 1845 that included
lishment
a quorum of twelve apostles and council of seventy at its inception 13 from the outset rigdon s supporters wrote articles insisting
that joseph smith had been cut off by the lord as early as 1841
when he appointed rigdon as a prophet seer and revelator 14
writing to his own spokesman stephen post in 1866 rigdon made
yrne
it clear that joseph being a fallen prophet was the sine
yine
sine qua non
of his own claims hence all must see that the state of things
journal of george A smith 3 september 1844 church archives
11hc
HC 726869
7268 69 d&c
10782 84
1078284
dacmessenger
and advocate pittsburgh pa
latter day saints
october
115
messenger
ness
enger and advocate of the church of christ pittsburgh pa
18441112
18441112 mess
68
1845
115 april 1845168

latter day saints messenger and advocate

18445 11
105
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which now exists could not exist only through the transgression and
fall of JS rigdon s ultimate claim as a successor to joseph smith
rested on that assumption 15
sidney rigdon s followers began deserting him in 1846 when
his rash prophecies failed and when he
ile introduced a form of polyglle
lie
amy As his movement was collapsing rigdon made a desperate
bid to recapture the millenarian vision of mormonism by colonizing
his remaining adherents but this also shortly failed 16 having been
humiliated at nauvoo and again in pennsylvania rigdon withdrew
to the seclusion of his home in friendship new york his appointment of stephen post as his spokesman in 1856 was so literal that
it was post who provided the only effective proselyting and leadership for rigdon s group aside from publicly preaching at center
ville pennsylvania in december 1859 rigdon apparently refused
to have personal contact with a movement that had dis heartened
and disgraced him so many times instead he instructed post to
proselyte and organize wrote lengthy revelations and sermons for
post to read at conferences of the children of zion yet exercised
such restraint on the movement that proselyting was allowed only
among pre 1845 members of the LDS church and a quorum of
apostles was not organized until 4 july 1868 although sidney rigdon continued to write revelations and intricate religious treatises
to his spokesman until rigdon died in 1876 he wrote a non mor
mon inquirer on 25 may 1873

the

church of latter day saints had three books that they acknowledge as canonical the bible the book of morman and the
commmandments for the existence of that church there had to be
a revelator one who received the word of the lord and
andl A
rigdon to post igl
191
19 june 1866 box 1 folder 12 stephen post papers church
archives after rigdon broke with the apostles john C bennett circulated a revelation purportedly given through joseph smith in 1841 designating rigdon as suc-

this

revelation was published in a special issue of
rigdon s periodical see reprint in the prophet new york 10 may 18451.
1845
18451
to
one acquainted with bennetts Iliterary style and flourishes however the document
was obviously bennett s own creation orson hyde characterized it in 1845 as having
hyde speech p 29 rigdon
bennettt s identity stamped upon every sentence
bennet
himself distrusted the document he professed total ignorance of it in 1845 see
messenger and advocate of the church
chuich of christ 115 july 1845 p 266 more
over in 1856 rigdon
radon wrote a lengthy treatise in support of his right of succession
re elation see rigdon to post 22 february
but made no ment
mention
lon of the alleged 1841 revelation
ion
1856 box 1 folder 3 stephen post papers
for a contemporary description of the 1846 collapse of rigdon s church see the
following letters benjamin chapman to james J strang 24 march 1846 james
smith to strang 16 may 1846 and peter hess ro
to strang 14 december 1846 which
are documents 16 22 and 45 in the james J strang manuscripts western americana
beinecke rare book and manuscript library yale university new haven connecticut hereafter cited as yale university
cessor at the prophet s death

1
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spokesman one inspired of god to expound all revelation so that
the church might all be of one faith with out these two men the
exist this order ceased to
sainst could not existthis
church of latter day gainst
exist being overcome by the violence of armed men
all societies and assemblages of men collected together since
then is not the church of jesus christ of latter day saints nor
never can there be such a church till the lord movest
bovest by his own
power as he did the first 17

the

instability sidney rigdon manifested during the lifetime of
joseph smith had by this time apparently come full circle in this
private denial of the existence of a church that rigdon was privately fostering through correspondence 18 when rigdon s indefatigable
spokesman died in 1879 the rigdon nmovement disintegrated

succession

BY SPECIAL OR SECRET

appointment

A second possible method of presidential succession involved a
special appointment of a successor without prior public confirmation
or public announcement revelations to joseph smith specified that
all things including ordination were to be done in the church
by the common consent shown by a vote of the church dac
d&c 20
65 67 262
nevertheless due to peculiar circumstances or exi6567
gencies
gen cies joseph smith had often suspended the prior approval of
common consent at nauvoo the prophet secretly introduced special
endowment ceremonies the practice of plural marriage and the
organization and conduct of a parapolitical
para political council of fifty without the ratifying vote of the church in common consent moreover
the following important ordinations of general authorities had
not only occurred without a prior vote of the church but had also
bein officialcontinued in force for weeks months or years before being
beina
belna
ly
y presented for a public vote of common consent sidney rigdon
adon
ri gdon
and jesse gause as counselors to the president on 8 march 1832
oliver cowdery as assistant or associate president on 5 december 1834 joseph smith ST and hyrum smith as assistant presidents
on 6 december 1834 hyrum smith as presiding patriarch on 14
september 1840 and several apostles including amasa M lyman
who was ordained an apostle on 20 august 1842 and made a
11

rigdon to charles L woodward 25 may 1873 manuscript division new york
public library new york city
his son john W rigdon interpreted this instability of his very lucid and
articulate father as mental derangement see letter of john W rigdon to stephen
post 5 december 1859 stephen post papers
for details of rigdon s followers and
organization from 1856 to 1879 see the diaries letters and documents in the stephen
post collection church archives
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special counselor to the president the following february common
consent had followed rather than preceded all these ordinations
and these precedents therefore accustomed the saints to voting for
the highest officers in the church in public long after the ordination
or appointment had occurred in private
the possibility of such a practice affecting succession to the presidency of the church was given precedent when joseph smith specially ordained david whitmer one of the three witnesses to the
book of mormon as his successor on 8 july 1834
president joseph smith jr gave a history of the ordination of
david whitmer which took place in july 1834 to be a leader or a
prophet to this church which ordination was on condition that
jre
he J smith jr1
jr did not live to god himself 19

whitmer s ordination as successor was known to only a few in missouri and news of this most important appointment was not published in the church periodical at the headquarters in kirtland
ohio the fact that whitmer was excommunicated from the church

in 1838 for apostasy removed his name as a possible successor but
did not alter an important development in the succession question
joseph smith had established precedent for ordaining men to the
highest offices of the church without prior common consent and
without immediate public knowledge the mere lack of public
knowledge or absence of common consent did not invalidate any
appointment or actual ordination made by the president of the
church who held the keys of the priesthood only the personal
action of one so designated or the authoritative action of a proper
tribunal could cancel the validity of such an appointment or ordination
in the confusion following joseph smith s death it was inevitable
ot secret ordination as successor would be advanced
that a claim of
by someone who wanted to lead the saints As it turned out three
ordinations
nations or appointments
men claimed they had received secret ardi
which gave them authority for the divergent paths they took after
the martyrdom james J strang lyman wight and alpheus cutler
advanced such claims each attracting fewer adherents than his
predecessor
james J strang had been baptized into the church on 25 february 1844 and had left nauvoo shortly thereafter to explore a
far west record

typescript 15 march 1838 church archives HC
harn jr and stephen H heath succession in the church
Dur
reed C durham
duthain
pp 910
9 10
city bookcraft 1970 ap
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cormons in wisconsin he claimed that
possible location for the mormons
while there he received a revelation in a letter from joseph smith
dated 18 june 1844 which appointed him as josephs successor
strang hath come to thee from
far for truth when he knew it not & hath not rejected it but hath
had faith in thee the shepherd and stone of israel & to him shall
the gathering of the people be fore he shall plant a stake of zion
in wisconsin & 1I will establish it & there shall my people have
20
peace & rest & shall not be mooved
mooned
& now behold my servant james J

even at face value the letter seemed to be no more than a local appointment but
ut strang insisted the document designated him as
joseph s successor rather than presenting his claims to the church
in nauvoo strang announced his position at a conference of the
church at florence michigan on 5 august 1844 the presiding
elder of that branch crandall dunn denounced the claim as an
imposture and observed that the postmark on the envelope of
strang s letter proved it to nave been a forgery 21 brigham young in
every person ac1846 denounced the entire letter as a forgery
quainted
quain ted with joseph smith and his style of dictation and writing
might readily know that he never wrote nor caused to be written
that letter to strang 22 modern analysts of the document have not
kut have also judged the signature
only agreed with that verdict but
of joseph smith
smitb
smita on the letter to be a forgery 23 in addition to the
bad been ordained successor by
letter strang also claimed that he had
an angel persisting in his claims he was excommunicated by the
branch at florence michigan on 5 august 1844 an action that was
repeated by the apostles at nauvoo
despite his excommunication and in rebellion against a revelation published by orson hyde condemning strang 24 hundreds of
mormons new
milo quaife the kingdom of saint james A narrative of the cormons
haven yale university press 1930 p 236 the original document is in the strang
manuscripts at yale university
journal of crandall dunn 5 august 1844 church archives and dunn s
larley
letter concerning the florence michigan conference in latler
latter day saints millennial
1846 93
star 815 october 184693
brigham young to beloved brethren 24 january 1846 document 11 strang
manuscripts yale university
mormons chicago university of chicago press 1959
bthomas
2thomas
thomas F odea the cormons
p 70 robert P weeks
for his was the kingdom and the power and the
briefly american heritage 21june
21 june 1970
glory
78 dale L morgan cal197078
endar of the strang manuscripts
pp
ap 2528
25 28 strang manuscripts yale university
interview with dean C jessee salt lake city who has extensively studied the
handwriting signatures and prose style of joseph smith jr
orson hyde he that hath ears to hear let him hear what the spirit saith
broadside nauvoo ap
np 14 march 1846 copy at church
unto the churches
archives
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saints immediately rallied to the self proclaimed new prophet
eventually strang gave up his commission to establish a stake in
wisconsin and instead built a theocratic community on beaver
island michigan where more than two thousand followers assembled strang alienated many of his own followers however by
advancing to the highest leadership in his organization such avowed
enemies of the prophet joseph smith as william E Mc
mcclellin
Lellin and
mclellin
mclellm
john C bennett by introducing a form of endowment ritual and
the practice of polygamy and by his public coronation as king in
1850 strang was murdered by disgruntled followers and non mor
mons in 1856 although he survived his assassination long enough
to appoint a successor lie
ile
lle
he steadfastly refused to do so and his erstwhile dynamic following disintegrated after his death in 1897
one of strang s apostles ordained a man to be a presiding high
priest and subsequent ordinations have continued to provide leadership to a devoted band of approximately 200 strangites
Strang ites 25
unlike strang lyman wight had an impressive record of service
in the church and kingdom of god that extended back to his baptism in 1830 he was the first man ordained by joseph smith to the
office of high priest in june 1831 and not quite ten years later he
was ordained an apostle As a member of the council of fifty in
1844 wight had been commissioned by joseph smith to establish a
colony in texas which mission he was allowed by the council of
commence
mence after the martyrdom wight never departed
fifty to corn
from that mission and his refusal to rejoin the quorum of the
twelve in utah or to recognize its authority over him resulted in
his being dropped from that quorum and excommunicated on 3 de184826
cember 1848
leading his little colony of followers in texas wight gave
varying support to several possible modes of succession to be dishe supported the quorum of twelve
cussed later in this essay
ile was asked to depart from his original mission he
lle
lie
apostles until he
maintained that the council of fifty had the right to reorganize the
church and appoint a successor to joseph smith he accepted in
see also quaife the kingdom of saint james william D russell
king
james strang joseph smiths successor 5 in restoration movement essays in mor
mon history ed F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M edwards
pp
ap 23156
231 56
251
25156
lawrence kansas coronado press 1973
pphilip
2philip
master s
philip C wightman the life and contributions of lyman wight
B way of an
lyman wight an address by
thesis bangham
brigham
bngham young university 1971
abridged account and journal of my life from february 1844 up to april 1848
publication of this pamphlet was the specific cause for wight
wightss ex
n p 1848
communication
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november 1849 the position of counselor to william smith as the
patriarchal successor to joseph smith and he repeatedly affirmed
that it was the patrilineal right of joseph smith 111
III
lii to be the
ili
prophet s successor 27
ile had authority by
lle
he
nevertheless lyman wight firmly believed lie
secret ordination superior to that of anyone else on earth in a letter written in july 1855 wight said that joseph smith in 1834
had ordained him
Be namey in the presence of
m to the office of benamey
an angel and that when joseph smith commissioned wight to establish the texas colony in 1844 the prophet gave to wight
eight a lifelong
1

mission
revelation of
volation
this re

the lord was given by the angel of the
seventh dispensation and was to continue during my life it was
given by the highest authority that then was and 1I can not see
any use or benefit it could be to alter it especially as their is no
power on earth that can do it
my mission was to continue
dareing my life and as joseph never found fault with me and no
dureing
other man has authority to do so 1I think my case will lay over
till the lord takes me to himself 28

thus the wild ram of the mountains had adopted an attitude
of ecclesiastical solipsism based on a secret ordination his attitude
made the succession question irrelevant wight was able to acknowledge individually or collectively the prerogatives of the quorum of the twelve of the council of fifty of william smith and
of joseph smith 111
III as long as those claimants did not presume to
infringe upon his view of his own appointment and mission from
1845 until his death in 1858 lyman wight led his devoted followes explorations and colonizations in texas
ers on a series of exoduses
exodus
wearied by their perpetual pioneering and unable to share wight s
solipsism following his death most of wight s colony espoused
lie
either the patrilineal succession ile
he had approved at least in theory
or the apostolic succession that he
be had rebelled against
alpheus cutler was the last man who claimed a right of succession on the basis of a secret ordination by the prophet born in
1784 and called father cutler by joseph smith alpheus had
been a member of the church since 1833 he rose to special prominence at nauvoo becoming a member of the high council of the
temple committee of joseph smith s bodyguard and in 1844 of
ibid heman C smith
the lyman wight colony in texas typescript
Letter book of lyman wight p 24 research library and archives
church archives letterbook
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints the auditorium independence missouri hereafter cited as RLDS archives
Letter book p 25
wight letterbook
21
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the council of fifty it was from the latter body that cutler derived
his own claim of special authority in a letter of 29 january 1856
alpheus cutler described the church as the lesser stream which
flows from the greater fountain of the kingdom of god 29 for
cutler however the right of succession came through a special
ordination as described in the official history of cutler s church
of jesus christ
joseph smith sometime prior to his death organized a quorum
of seven all of whom were ordained under his hand to the prophetic office with all the rights keys powers privileges and
blessings belonging to that condition the only difference in the
ordinations of the seven was in the case of alpheus cutler whose
right to act as prophet seer and revelator was to be in force upon
the whole world from that very hour under this ordination he
claimed an undisputed right to organize and build up the kingdom the same as joseph had done 30

declining to go to utah with the quorum of twelve apostles and
council of fifty alpheus cutler withdrew from winter quarters
in 1848 and established a colony of followers in iowa he ordained
a patriarch on 1 february 1849 and having been excommunicated
from the LDS church on 20 april 1851 cutler performed the first
baptisms of a separate organization on 8 september 1853 on 19
september 1853 alpheus cutler was sustained by his followers as
our head or chief councilor while consistent with cutler s view
overtoe
over the church another man was
of the superiority of kingdom overthe
sustained president of the church of jesus christ nevertheless on
13 march 1863 alpheus cutler stated that the quorum of 7 ord
31
affairs
over
had
by
control
no
ained
spiritual
joseph
at its
acned
11

apex in 1859 cutler s organization comprised only 183 persons
and following his death on 10 august 1864 the movement gradually disintegrated until as of 1973 only five persons maintained
12
his testimony 32
cutler to zenas H gurley 29 january 1856 RLDS archives
rupert J and daisy whiting fletcher alpheus cutler and the church of jesus
christ independence missouri the church of jesus christ 1974 p 53
1864 13 march 1863 RLDS archives
1863
18631864
18651864
diary of william W blair 1865
moreover in a meeting of the nauvoo high council on 30 november 1844
elder
susta n the twelve and all
alpheus cutler also remarked that he felt bound to sustain
the quorums in the church with its present organization for on that his salvation
depended
minutes of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 8 church
archives
12
culler rupert J fletcher the scattered children of zion
fletcher alpheus cutler
patriarchal blessing book of
independence missouri rupert J fletcher 1959
cormons
Mor mons the
pliny fisher p 2 RLDS archives beloine
belaine W young minnesota mormons
courage A journal of history thought and action 2 winterspring
2winterspring
ites
Cutler
Winter Spring
cutlerites
37
197311737
1973117
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although contrary to the published revelations concerning the
necessity for common consent in ordinations these claims of secret
ordination were consistent with the precedents joseph smith had
frequently established in which he asked the saints to ratify ordinations that had occurred previously without public knowledge
strang s claim of secret appointment was based on apparently
falsified evidence wight s was a manifestation of his religious
solipsism and cutler s was an aberrant of the political kingdom
of god nevertheless none of these claims could be dismissed as
contrary to precedent and each of them acted as a siren call during
the succession crisis of 1844

succession THROUGH THE OFFICE OF ASSOCIATE PRESIDENT
during the same year that precedent for the first two methods
of presidential succession was established joseph smith added a
third when on 5 december 1854
1834 he ordained oliver cowdery to the
office of assistant president of the high priesthood to assist in
presiding over the church and bearing the keys of this kingdom
cowdery s minutes of his ordination indicate that he was not merely
made an assistant whose role was subordinate to the first and second
counselors in the first presidency
office of assistant president is to assist in presiding over
the whole church and to officiate in the absence of the president
according to their his rank and appointment viz president cowdery first president rigdon second and president williams third
as they were severally called the office of this priesthood is also
to act as spokesman taking aaron for an ensample 33

the

although introduced as a member of the first presidency after rigdon and williams cowdery was given supremacy over them in
fact the definition of his powers gave cowdery joint control with
the prophet in the absence of joseph smith cowdery was president
and the first and second counselors were his counselors recent LDS
historians have been unanimous in the judgment that oliver cowdery s position gave him automatic right to the presidency of the
church in the event of the prophet s death and therefore some
have asserted that cowdery should be called associate president
3
rather than assistant president an office given to several men 34

al

manuscript history of the church book A 1l 5 december 1834 church
archives
joseph fielding smith
the divine law of witnesses church section
ap 6 8 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt
deseret news 8 april 1939 pp
lake city bookcraft 1958 p 53 joseph fielding smith foreword in pearson
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however had joseph smith not lived to god

david whitmer

had also been ordained to succeed him as president thus following
5 december 1834 both whitmer and cowdery had been given an
indisputable right to succeed joseph smith A succession impasse
could have resulted had the prophet died or been deposed while
these two appointments were still in force As it turned out both
cowdery and whitmer fell from grace at a conference on 3 september 1837 joseph smith announced cowdery had been in transgression
gres sion and thereafter cowdery was demoted to serve with the assistant presidents who were ranked beneath the first and second
counselor in authority whitmer also became disaffected and relious both ite
bel
ile
lie
bellious
he and cowdery were excommunicated from the
church for apostasy in 1838
following their ex communications cowdery and whitmer followed quite different paths with respect to their former rights of
succession cowdery asserted no schismatic claims on the basis of his
former ordinations he established a law practice at tiffin ohio
where in 1844 he was a charter member of the methodist congregation oliver cowdery never fully lost his interest in mormonism
however and on 12 november 1848 he was baptized again into
the church over which brigham young now presided 35 in contrast david whitmer was drawn into schismatic activities apMc
Lellin as president of the
pointed by excommunicant william E mcclellin
mclellin
church of christ on 10 february 1847 whitmer supported mc
lellin s actions until it was apparent that the organization was
next thirty years whitmer seemed embarrassed by
stillborn for the nextthirty
the 1847 effort affirming that the time had not arrived to put the
church in order nevertheless in 1876 david whitmer ordained
his nephew to organize a new church according to the original
pattern thus reviving the 1847 church of christ although
whitmer himself denied that he was claiming to be joseph smiths
ap
H corbett
Corbetf hyrum smith patriarch salt lake city deseret book 1967 pp
xiv xv robert glen mouritsen
the office of associate president of the church of
thessis brigham young university 1972
masters thesis
jesus christ of latter day saints
pp
ap 33
112 durham and heath succession p 3 elders smith and mcconkie seem
33112
to have been the first to adopt the term associate president
cowdery
adery second elder and scribe salt lake city
stanley R gunn oliver Co
82 cowdery wrote a letter to whitmer which seemed to
bookcraft 1962 ap
pp 181
18182
support whitmer s schismatic movement and the letter was printed in ensign of
liberty kirtland ohio 1I may 184891
93 when he applied for baptism into
18489193
the LDS church cowdery explained that the letter was published without his knowledge and that he wrote it prior to learning of the revelation dac
d&c 124 that conferred upon hyrum smith the keys and authority previously held by cowdery having
come to this realization cowdery accepted apostolic succession
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successor his supporters did not gali
fail
fali
fall to use the fact of whitmer s
1834 ordination as a supporting argurnent
argurn
argument
arguin ent for the movement moreover whitmer regarded joseph smith as a fallen prophet although
whitmer s organization produced some important historical docu3g
ments it never advanced beyond a struggle for existence 3ag
after oliver cowdery lost the privilege of joint leadership with
thau
thae position was conferred upon the prophet s brother
thac
joseph thar
hyrum smith in 1841 in the revelation joseph announced on 19
january of that year hyrum smith was appointed to oliver cowdery s former station having been given this position hyrum
smith was the first in line of succession should joseph smith die
in october 1844 brigham young remarked did joseph ordain
any man to take his place he did who was it
it5
ita it was hyrum
but hyrum fell a martyr before joseph did if hyrum had lived he
3
17
would have acted for joseph
although joseph had established a special office in the hierarchy which had automatic right
of succession in the event of the death of the church president
the only men who had been ordained to that office had been removed by apostasy or death
1

succession BY THE PRESIDING PATRIARCH
deriving from hyrum smith however came a fourth claim
for the right of succession in addition to being the successor of
oliver cowdery as associate president hyrum smith was also his
father s successor as presiding patriarch of the church on his deathbed 14 september 1840 joseph smith sr presiding patriarch
since 1833 conferred that office upon his son hyrum 38 with reference to this event joseph smith jr commented to his associates
on 27 may 1843 the patriarchal office is the highest office in the
church
church and father smith conferred this office on hyrum smith
ebbie L V richardson david whitmer A witness to the divine acthen
authen
bangham young university 1952
masterss thesis bngham
brigham
master
timity
ticity of the book of mormon
Lellin
Mc
6 june 1848 and
ram page to william E mclellin
82 128
pp
hiram
ap 77
34 letter of H
12834
12854
7782
mcclellin
McLe
lIin to bond family february 1870 both at RLDS archives david
Mc
mcclellin
Lellin
mclellin
letter of mcleliin
believes in christ richmond missouri n p
whitmer an address to all believers
herly
liberty
ferly of the chuich
church of christ kirtland ohio
1847
1887
the ensign of Li
c1
ty iowa richmond missouri denver colorado inde
city
1849 the return davis ca
pendence
pen dence missouri jan 1889 oct 1900
mendence
1844 685
times and seasons 515 october 1844683
683 d&c
1249495 HC 6546
dac
president
ident
124 40 edward tullidge life of joseph the
pp
ap 12440
mouritsen
Moun tsen associate pres
plano 111
piano
piano
ill reorganized
lii
lil
prophet plano
anizel church of jesus christ of latter day saints
reol anized
1

1880

p 491

journal of joseph fielding 9 december 1840 church archives smith bio
graphical sketches pp
ap 26667 corbett hyrum smith ap
pp 240 241 243
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on his deathbed 39 determining what joseph meant by his description of this office as the highest in the church is problematical because the documents and history of the LDS church from 1833
to 1844 unquestionably refute the concept that the presiding patriarch s office was superior in authority either to the president
of the church or to the quorum of the twelve the presiding
patriarch directed the administration of prophetic blessings in the
church and presided over regional patriarchs who performed that
task patriarchs joseph smith sr and hyrum smith had acted as
subordinates to joseph smith jr perhaps the prophet described
that office as the highest in honor rather than in priesthood
keys due to the completely revelatory nature of its operation in
any event when joseph smith publicly declared on 16 july 1843
that hyrum smith should hold the office of prophet to the church
as it was his birthright 40 he obviously referred to hyrum s lineal
role as successor to his father in the office of presiding patriarch
and thus established a method of presidential succession separate
from that of hyrum s simultaneous role as associate president
when their brother william smith an apostle was ordained
by the other apostles to the office of presiding patriarch on 24
may 1845 he seized upon this succession precedent and claimed that
as hyrum smith s patriarchal successor he had the right to preside
over the entire church as hyrum would have done however he did
not make this claim when he first petitioned brigham young in
august 1844 to be ordained to the office of presiding patriarch
will the brethren remember me & my claims in the smith
Su
sucession
05 to a succession
family 1I do not mean as
josephh
cession as a prophet in jose
et
propnet
place for no man on earth can fill his place he is our propl
prophet
proal
seear revealter
rev ealter priest & king in time & in eternity & hence the 12
come next to him on earth or in heaven concequently
consequently they must
act in joseph place on earth as presiding officers & govern the
revealation
church in all things temporally & spiritually receiving reve
alation
from joseph as the ancient apostles did from christ through the
president of the corum for the instruction & government of the
1

church

41

minutes of meeting of joseph smith hyrum smith james adams newel K
whitney et al at nauvoo 27 may 1845
1843 in miscellaneous minutes brigham young
collection church archives
HC 5510 joseph smiths remarks on this occasion caused some to think he
was resigning as president of the church a misapprehension he corrected the following sunday see HC 551718
5517 18 the prophet s private secretary simply wrote that
joseph constituted hyrum prophet see journal of willard richards 16 july 1843
church archives
william smith to brigham young 27 august 1844 brigham young papers
church archives
11
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in actuality the apostles could not confer upon william smith the
primary office of the patriarchal order held by joseph smith jr
for that was a position that transcended the ecclesiastical organization of the church it belonged alone to joseph smith jr 42
liani smith s right to be the
brigham young acknowledged Wil
william
wll
presiding patriarch of the church at the october conference of the
church in 1844 and the apostles ordained william presiding
patriarch to the church on 24 may 1845 43 within a few days he
started making such expansive claims about his powers as presiding patriarch that his fellow apostles wrote an article in times and
seasons explaining that since patriarchs were ordained by the
apostles a patriarch could not have authority superior to that of
the apostles and specifically that william smith did not preside
over the church in any sense by virtue of his being the presiding
patriarch 44
even though william himself had concurred in those same sentiments the previous august by 27 june 1845 lie
ile was insisting that
lle
he
lie
ile
lle
he was president of the church by virtue of his patriarchal office
he was supported in this by his mother lucy mack smith who related three visions she had received indicating that he was already
president of the church ar4r joseph smith s statement about the presiding patriarch being the highest office in the church could provide precedent for such a claim but william smith s 1845 ordination by the other apostles could not be the basis for such a claim
earlier the office of patriarch to the church had been conferred only
through patrilineal ordination joseph had ordained his father who
in turn ordained hyrum who had died without ordaining a patriarchal successor As the apostles reminded william smith almost
immediately after his ordination as presiding patriarch they could
not give him an authority or keys higher than they held as apostles

the

most thorough discussion of this quest
on is found in hyrum L andrus
question
vol
o 3 of foundations of the millennial kingdom of christ
doctrines of the kingdom 0voi
carlst
ap 53743
salt lake city bookcraft 1973 pp
537 43
there was a delay in his ordination resulting from williams advocating polygnauvoo and the council of the
amy in the eastern states see T edgar lyon
twelve restoration movement p 203 journal history 24 may 1845 p 2 HC
7395 418 brigham young to orson pratt 26 may 1845 newel K whitney
family papers special collections harold B lee library brigham young unidiversity
iversity
university
versity hereafter cited as brigham young un
Iver
lver sity
times and seasons 61 june 1845
920 22
184592022
journal of john taylor 27 and 30 june 1845 quoted in B H roberts
succession in the presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
23 brigham young to wilford woodruff
ap 19
lake city deseret news 1894 pp
1923
27 june 1845 wilford woodruff collection church archives statement of lucy
mack smith 27 june 1845 affidavits collection church archives

1845920
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william smith was already an apostle and the other apostles simply
ordained him to be patriarch to preside over the administration of
blessings to the saints in their view the role of joseph smith jr
as president and patriarch of the entire latter day dispensation belonged alone to him
even if william smith s claim had had validity he like rigdon
was not a person whose former conduct gave credence to his claims
he had frequently demonstrated insubordination to the presidency
of the church angered at an ecclesiastical decision by his brother
joseph william had resigned his apostleship on 31 october 1835
william later physically assaulted his brother for which he was
tried by the quorum of the twelve on 17 december 1835 and
dropped from office through the earnest intercession of the prophet and his family william confessed his wrongs at the church tribunal which would have excommunicated him on 2 january 1836
and was immediately restored to the fellowship of the church and
to his position in the quorum of the twelve apostles 46 A year and
a half later david W patten a senior member of the quorum of
twelve questioned whether william smith should be continued
as an apostle because of unfavorable reports about his faith in
117
47 moreover
when joseph smith was imprisoned and
the work 147
threatened with execution in missouri william is reported to have
ought
to have been hung up by the
exulted dam him joseph smith oughtto
oughtto
neck years ago and dam him he will get it now anyhow 48 for
lle
lie
he was temporarily disfellowshipped
such disaffection ile
ped from the
disfellowship
church and again suspended from office in 1839
william smith s opposition to the authority of the twelve apostles in 1845 was one more manifestation of the insubordination
which had characterized his ministry during the previous decade
he was dropped from office on 6 october and excommunicated on
19 october 1845 for publishing a pamphlet against the authority of
the twelve apostles to govern the church 49 following his excommunication
muni cation william smith became a leader in the strang group in
1846 from which he was excommunicated in 1847 for moral infractions subsequently he made a series of unsuccessful efforts to
organize a church under his leadership aligning himself with any
journal of joseph smith jr 31 october 16
346 47
338 44 34647
january 1836 HC 229596
2295 96 334 33844
far west record 7 april 1838
journal of wilford woodruff 13 february
19hc
HC 7483
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one who would accept his role as patriarchal successor to joseph

smith 50
despite his frequent fulminations against brigham young and
mormons of utah william longed to rejoin the councils of
the cormons
ile wrote two letters to apostle
lle
the church there in june 1847 lie
he
orson hyde pleading that he might be re baptized into the church
by the apostles and be restored to his former standing in the quorum of the twelve concerning brigham young s rule of the
church smith said
hope brother brigham will forgive me for 1I have said many
hard things concerning him and yet 1I know him to be a man of
god he shall never complain of me hereafter for I1 have decreed
that my toung shall no more speak evile of the ruler of my
51
people
1I

seven years later he made an even more obeisant plea directly to
brigham young william asked brigham to restore him to his former apostleship and thereby give to the entire smith family not in
utah an honor they deserved although william smith repeated
his request in 1855 we have found no record that brigham young
responded to the letters apparently be
becoming
corning irritated at the silence
william wrote a letter in 1856 consigning president young to
hell 53 that would seem to have ended the matter but the ever unpredictable william smith made a final unilateral effort at reconciliation with the church in utah in 1860 brigham young received letters from william smith and J J butler indicating that
butler had baptized william smith into the LDS church and that
smith would come to utah 54
about the time of william smith s baptism into the church
III beheadquartered at salt lake city his nephew joseph smith 111
came president of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints which repudiated the claims of brigham young and the
other apostles lacking a promise from brigham young of restoration to the apostleship william smith deferred going to utah
in the apparent hope that with the rise of the reorganization either
william smith brother of the prophet joseph smith
calvin P rudd
masters thesis brigham young university 1973 pp
136 49
ap 13649
william smith to orson hyde 22 june 1847 also 2 june 1847 orson hyde
collection church archives
william smith to brigham young 8 august 1854 also 7 may 1855 brigham
young collection church archives
ap 149
52
rudd william smith pp
14952
brigham young office journal 14 may 1860 brigham young collection
church archives the letters by smith and butler cannot be located at present
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III
brigham young or joseph smith 111
ili
lii would make him an offer of
high office in return for his support of their particular claim of
succession by the time brigham young died in august 1877
william had apparently given up hope of being restored to the
hierarchy of the church in utah in january 1878 he wrote his
III
nephew joseph smith 111
ili and offered to add his prestigious membership to the RLDS church in exchange for the position of counsIII
elor to joseph smith 111
ili or the thus far vacant position of presiding
patriarch in the RLDS church to give his request added impact
william smith threatened to launch a campaign against the suc111
cession claims of joseph smith lii
III if he did not grant william s
ili
request for office with greater interest and restraint than brigham
young ever gave william s mercurial outbursts joseph smith 111
III
ili
responded on 12 january 1878 by offering to accept william
smith into the reorganization as a high priest dismissing as ineffectual his threats but leaving the question of apostleship and
the patriarchate to be settled subsequently as the necessity of the
case may demand wisdom direct or the spirit command 55 for
william smith this glimpse of success was enough and he entered
the RLDS church as a high priest on 9 april 1878 although william repeatedly petitioned his nephew to appoint him presiding
patriarch and joseph smith 111
III continued to leave that possibility
lii
ili
vaguely open the aged tantalus died on 13 november 1893 without
obtaining either of the offices he had sought since 1845 on 9 april
III
ili
lii was appointed as the first
1897 a brother of joseph smith 111
patriarch of the RLDS church 56

succession

BY

THE COUNCIL OF FIFTY

A fifth possible mode of succession was suggested when joseph
smith established the council of fifty in the spring of 1844 this
was a parapolitical body organized on 10 march 1844 to advance
the kingdom of god in a political sense during joseph s last
months of life this organization directed his political campaign for
III
III
joseph smith 111
ili
lii to william B smith 12 january 1878 in joseph smith 111
ili
book 18761878
letterbook
Letter
1876 1878 pp
ap 27579
275 79 RLDS archives gives the former s answer to the
presently unlocated letter of william smith the content of william smiths letter
is clearly revealed in the response
III
ap 155
57 letter of joseph smith 111
lii to william
153 155
rudd william smith pp
15557
ap 11516
1878 1880 pp
115 16
III letterbook
Letter book 18781880
B smith 20 february 1879 joseph smith 111
ili
RLDS archives joseph smith 111
III and heman C smith the history of the reorganlii
ized church of jesus christ of latter day saints 6 vols independence missouri
board of publication of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1951 1970
4212 5394
19511970
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the presidency of the united states commissioned ambassadors to
represent the church in foreign capitals and continued the preparations for an intended move west which had been initiated by the
quorum of the twelve apostles following the prophet s deaththe
death the
council of fifty influenced the economic and political life of the
mormons of the great basin 57
cormons
in a meeting with the council of fifty on 23 march 1844 by
one account the prophet joseph made a statement which became
mormons after
the shibboleth of succession for the majority of cormons
smith s death in later years benjamin F johnson a member of the
council of fifty recalled the event
I1

at

one of the last meetings of the council of fifty after all
had been completed and the keys of power committed and in the
presence of the quorum of the twelve and others who were encircled around him he arose gave a review of his life and sufferings and of the testimonies he had borne and said that the lord
had now accepted his labors and sacrifices and did not require him
any longer to carry the responsibilities and burden and bearing off
of this kingdom and turning to those around him including the
12 he said
and in the name of the lord jesus christ 1I now
place it upon you my brethren of the council and I1 shake my skirts
clear of all responsibility from this time forth springing from
the floor and shaking his skirt at the same time 58

following the death of joseph smith the apostles almost immediately referred to his remarks on this occasion as indicating the right
of the quorum of the twelve to govern the church in his absence 59
nevertheless the kingdom of god in mormonism was both ecclesiastical and temporal the keys to the kingdom rested upon
thie council of fifty which included the quorum
the shoulders of the
of the twelve apostles in 1846 brigham young stated wher
aher
klaus J hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the
council of fifty in mormon history lansing michigan michigan state university
press 1967 pp
ap 45
89 105ff
4589
A life review
p 96 church
autobiography of benjamin F johnson
archives in the published version of this autobiography the references to the
council of fifty were eliminated giving the impression that the instructions were
given exclusively to the quorum of the twelve see benjamin F johnson my lifes
review independence missouri zion printing & publishing co 1947 p 99 on
elder orson hyde then made some very appropriate and pointed
30 november 1844
coerce of elder rigdon and
remarks relative to to the organization of the church the cource
others and also of the appointment of the twelve by brother joseph on the 23d of
march last to stand in their present office that on them the responsibility of bearing
of the kingdom rested and tho they had many difficulties to encounter they must
round up their shoulders and bear it like men of god and not be bluffed off by
any man which statements were sanctioned by councellor A cutler a member of
minutes of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 77.
the council of fifty
651 51 november 1844
698
1844651
1844698
times and seasons 515 september 1844
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ever the 12 & council are there will the keys be also 60 thus it is
not strange that some members of the council of fifty regarded
that body as having a right of succession to lead and organize the

church
As early as 30 july 1844 two members of the council tried to
persuade three of the apostles that such was the proper role of the

council of fifty
elders W richards and geo A smith met in council with
elder taylor at his house bishop geo miller and alexander
badlam wanted them to call together the council of fifty and organize the church they were told that the council of fifty was
and that the organization of the
not a church organization
church belonged to the priesthood alone 61

even lyman wight a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles since 1841 concluded that the grand council of fifty persons
was the highest governing body of the church rather than being
the political arm of the mormon kingdom
I1 will here state the first thing to have been done following
the death of joseph smith would have been to have called the
fifties together from the four quarters of the earth which contained all the highest authorities of the church As you will readily
see that had not the fifty constituted the highest authorities it
would have been a species of weakness to have ordained all the

highest authorities into that number

wight concluded

by saying that having assembled together the
should have appointed the successor to joseph

council of fifty
smith 62
despite the arguments of the quorum of the twelve apostles
that it was the prerogative of that body to govern the ecclesiastical
diary of john D lee

3 may 1846

church archives lee was also one of the
early members of the council of fifty in his diary the references to council applied
to that body as can be determined by comparing his meeting notations with those of
other members of the council of fifty
manuscript history of the church book F l1 addenda p 9 HC 7213
this account in the manuscript history was written in 1856 see dean C jessee
11
the writing of joseph smiths history BYU studies iisummer
ii summer 1971441
of the five participants in this meeting only richards and smith kept diaries that are
presently available and these contain no reference to the meeting in 1855 miller wrote
gite organ
strengite
strangite
a series of autobiographical letters for publication in the official Stran
september 1855
in northern islander saint james lake michigan
185544 his
56
letter makes specific reference to this meeting but he does not mention his urging
that the council of fifty organize the church the original account of this meeting
may be in the presently unavailable diary of john taylor to which roberts had
access when he was assistant church historian
smith history of the reorganized church 279091
2790 91 wight said that the
successor should have been joseph smith 111
III see discussion of joseph smith 111
III
lii beili
low under the heading succession by a descendant of the prophet joseph smith

fl
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kingdom several members of the council of fifty broke with them
and proceeded to form their own theocratic commonwealths lyman
wight establishing his colony in texas alpheus cutler and peter
haws organizing a little colony in iowa and george miller john
E page and george J adams aligning thein
selves with strang who
themselves
was crowned king in 1850 c3 the claims of these renegade members
of the council of fifty could be derived from the statements of
joseph smith to the council of fifty but it was a specious argument by which they asserted that the council of fifty outranked
out ranked the
quorum of the twelve the apostles had been directing the economic and political life of the mormon kingdom since 1841 they
with the president of the church had organized the council of
fifty in the spring of 1844 the council of fifty was the creature
of the ecclesiastical hierarchy it merely gave a quasi democratization
to the rule of the mormon theocracy the schismatic members of
the council of fifty ignored the reality of the powers that joseph
smith had conferred upon the quorum of the twelve apostles by
1844
ca

succession

BY THE QUORUM OF TWELVE APOSTLES

it was in fact the quorum of the twelve apostles which exerted the sixth and most successful claim of succession A published
revelation of 28 march 1835 had stated that the quorum of the
twelve apostles was equal in authority and power to the organized first presidency dac
23 24 this provided a scriptural
d&c 107 2324
basis for the succession claim of the apostles but the 1835
1855
1835 revelation
185
was far less important as a proof text of succession than the actuality of the ecclesiastical economic and political powers that joseph smith had conferred upon the quorum of the twelve apostles from 1841 to 1844 under the direction of joseph smith the
cormons to
quorum of the twelve had directed the emigration of mormons
nauvoo had been responsible for their settlement in and around
nauvoo had administered the finances of the church in concert
with joseph smith as trustee in trust had overseen the baptisms
for the dead and had presided over the secret developments of
nauvoo the administration of the endowment the performances
of plural marriages the initial preparations for the movement into
the american west the organization of the council of fifty As the
ap 9296
smith
92 96
the lyman wight colony hansen quest for empire pp
cormons
Mor mons in texas the ill fated lyman wight colony 1844
1858
18441858
davis bitton mormons
18 wightman
ospring 19691718
arizona and the west 2spring
the life and contribu44 young
cutler
curler pp
curier
cutlet
ap 31
115 fletcher alpheus culler
tions of lyman wight pp
ap 97
3144
97115
mormons
ap 9394
93 94
ap 117
37 quaife kingdom of saint james pp
minnesota cormons
Mormons pp
11737

196917
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nauvoo mormons
cormons knew too well next to joseph and hyrum smith
there was no ecclesiastical power in the church to compare with that
of the quorum of the twelve apostles 64
nevertheless the right of the apostles to continue the spiritual
authority once possessed by joseph smith was not automatically assumed brigham young himself though president of the quorum of
the twelve had for a moment wondered whether all the spiritual
marty red prophet
authority and priesthood had died with the martyred
peterborg
Be mants house at peterboro
Peterboro
while at brother bemants

heard a letter
read which brother livingstone had received from mr joseph
powers of nauvoo giving particulars of the murder of joseph
smith and hyrum the first thing which 1I thought of was whether
joseph had taken the keys of the kingdom with him from the
earth
1I

although he was thus dazed by the news of the martyrdom brigham
young suddenly brought his hand down on his knee and exclaimed
the keys of the kingdom are right here with the church 6515 henceile never faltered in asserting that the spiritual authority and
forth lie
he
ecclesiastical prerogatives of joseph smith were to be perpetuated

through the quorum of the twelve apostles
if the president of the twelve wondered even for a moment
whether that body or any other body retained the priesthood keys
once possessed by the dead prophet it is understandable that many
mormons who knew infinitely less about church government were
cormons
more vulnerable to differing claims of succession by the time brigham young arrived in nauvoo on 6 august 1844 the situation in
the church was at crisis proportions james J strang sidney rigdon and members of the council of fifty were already making
divergent claims of authority and it was possible that additional
claims would be advanced had that trend not been decisively re
nauvoo and the council of twelve pp
ap 167205
167 205 quinn
evolution
quorums
26 31 dac
ap 2631
of the presiding Qu
orums pp
d&c 11215 30 was not published until after
the martyrdom of joseph smith although this crucial revelation about joseph smith
and the apostles both holding the keys of the priesthood had been circulated in manuscript form since 1837 it still left ambiguous what would happen if joseph smith
should die d&c
dac 11215 specified that the priesthood keys would not be taken from
joseph smith until the second coming of christ this verse of the revelation may have
contributed to brigham young s initial fear that joseph smith s death removed the
lyon

priesthood keys from the earth
history
tory of brigham young
latter day saints millennial star 264 june
Hs
559
1864
359 brigham young on 12 february 1849 commented that the shock of the
1864359
martyrdom had caused such mental turmoil that he forgot himself and thus expressed
the momentary doubt see miscellaneous minutes brigham young collection church
archives
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versed the church could have disintegrated within the year of joseph smiths death
at this juncture a general meeting of all the quorums and local
members was held at nauvoo on 8 august 1844 rigdon who for
several days had publicly advanced his claims now presented his
case to the assembled multitudes grom
brorn
frorn
from 1000 to 1130 AM rather
than follow rigdon s remarks with an immediate rebuttal brigham
young adjourned the meeting for two and a half hours some of
the apostles had voiced criticism of rigdon s claims prior to the
tiie 200
tlle
tile
PM meeting but it was brigham young who spearheaded
spear headed the opposition to him and all other claimants in the afternoon meeting

here

is president

rigdon who was counselor to joseph I1
ask where are joseph and hyrum they are gone beyond the
veil and if elder rigdon wants to act as his counselor he must go
beyond the veil where he is
if the people want president rigdon to lead them they may
have him but 1I say unto you that the quorum of the twelve
have the keys of the kingdom of god in all the world
the twelve are appointed by the finger of god here is brigham have his knees ever faltered have his lips ever quivered
here is heber and the rest of the twelve an independent body
who have the keys of the priesthood the keys of the kingdom of
god to deliver to all the world this is true so help me god
they stand next to joseph and are as the first presidency of the

church

66

brigham young

remarks were a masterful mixture of indirect references to rigdon s exile and former instability affirmations of the
acknowledged authority given by joseph smith to the quorum of the
mormons to retain stability in the church
twelve appeals to the cormons
by relying on established authorities rather than appointing new
ones and warnings about the consequences of not following the
twelve apostles young had set the tenor for the rest of the speakers
appalled by the effect of the various apostles words upon the
audience rigdon declined to speak again when given the opportunity instead he asked william W phelps to speak in his behalf
rigdon could not have chosen a worse advocate for phelps exclaimed at one point during his discourse if you want to do right
uphold the twelve when the question was put to a vote whether
to sustain the twelve apostles as the head of the church the vote
s

HO
HC 7233 the report of this meeting by the twelve apostles in times and
seasons 52 september 1844
637 38 was an abbreviated summary HC 723142
63738
7231 42
gives the longer stenographic account
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of the assembled multitude was nearly unanimous in the affirmative 67

for many people in the audience the issue had been supra
naturally resolved when brigham young stood to make his opening
remarks to their eyes he seemed transfigured
trans figured into the form of joseph smith some in the audience later said that even brigham s
voice sounded identical to that of the dead prophet apparently no
explicit accounts of this manifestation were written at the time of its
occurrence even though many journals recorded reminiscent descriptions
script ions of it nevertheless some contemporary references have
survived on 15 november 1844 henry and catharine brooke
harn young favours br joseph both
wrote from nauvoo that brigharn
Brig
bangham
bngham
in person & manner of speaking more than any person ever
you saw looks like another 8 this could be construed as only a
casual comparison but the entry for may 1845 in the diary of
lern
lein of succession
problem
william burton related more directly to the prob
s
places were filled by
but their joseph and hyrum smith sl
others much better than 1I once supposed they could have been the
go
bangham
bngham
spirit of joseph appeared to rest upon brigham
for those whose
eyes and ears were attuned to this manifestation it was a compelling sign that the twelve apostles should lead the church

succession

BY

THREE

priesthood

COUNCILS

parenthetically it is necessary to recognize that the apostles had
good reason for not stressing the 1835 revelation dac
d&c 10723
1072524 as the basis for the apostolic claim of succession because the
quorum of the twelve was not the only ecclesiastical body cited
therein as having authority equal to that of the first presidency
the first quorum of seventy a group of the seventy men ordained
to the proselyting office of seventy was also designated in that
revelation as forming a quorum equal in authority to that of the
723758
HC 17237
723738
237
257 38 on page 240 roberts states that the vote was universal
23738
25758
25738
negatie
with no negative
gatte votes the footnote on page 236i quotes the william C staines
on page 15 of history of
ces
journal as saying there were a few dissenting vol
voices
voi
william adams wrote by h imself january 1894 brigham young university it
out of that vast multitude about twenty voted for rigdon to be gardian
states
henry and catharine brooke to leonard and mary pickel 15 november 1844
pickel
ckel papers yale university the effect of this manifestation was not
leonard PI
permanent however for henry brooke joined the splinter group jehovah s presbytery
of zion led by charles B thompson
evl
diary of william burton entry for may 1845 church archives further evi
evidence of the proximity of this entry to the events is the fact that burton died in
1851 the entry after 20 november 1844 in the diary of arza hinckley at brigham
young un
horm
diversity
and brigham young on homm
horn
iversity
sity states
hom the mantle of the prophet
university
Iver
lver
joseph has falen is a men of god and he ceeps
beeps all things in good order
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twelve

moreover the 1835
1855
183
185 revelation also

26
d&c 10725
1072526
dac

specified that

the

standing high councils at the stakes of zion form a
quorum equal in authority in the affairs of the church in all their
decisions to the quorum of the presidency or to the traveling high
council quorum of the twelve apostles
the high council in zion form a quorum equal in authority in
the affairs of the church in all their decisions to the councils of
the twelve at the stakes of zion dac
d&c 1073637
10736 37

this latter provision

was further complicated by the fact that on 3
july 1834 joseph smith implied that the central high council of
the church could lead the church in the event of his death and in
a revelation of 19 january 1841 the nauvoo high council was
called the corner
stone of zion 70 the provisions of the 1835
cornerstone
revelation established a thinly defined equilibrium between the
three priesthood councils under the jurisdiction of the organized
first presidency but did not specify if or how that equilibrium
DHC
HC

nes
docirl
doctrines
2124 andrus dociel

of the kingdom pp
ap 19294
192 94
it is difficult to read d&c 107

dag
dac

124131
LIDS church
without unconfor members of the LDS
dac
sciously
scious ly interpolating circumstances and priesthood developments that did not exist
when the revelation was recorded on 28 march 1835 at that time the jurisdiction
of the quorum of the twelve apostles was limited to areas where no stake high
councils were formed where high councils existed in 1835 the prophet specified
that the quorum of the twelve had no jurisdiction it was in the mission field of
small branches therefore that the first quorum of seventy are to act in the name
of the lord under the direction of the twelve or the traveling high council
d&c 10734 As regards the church as a whole the jurisdiction of the priesthood
dac
councils in 1835 was as follows
first presidency
over the entire church
standing stake high councils
in organized stakes

quorum of twelve apostles
in mission field areas
1I

first quorum of seventy
beginning in 1841 the prophet gave ever increasing jurisdiction and responsibility to the quorum of the twelve at the headquarters of the church ultimately
making that body second governing body of the entire church
this development
is analyzed from contemporary sources in quinn
evolution of the presiding quo
arums
rums
pp
ap 26
31
2631.
2631
thus the provisions of the 1835 revelation could be confusing
in the following ways if strictly applied to the altered ecclesiastical conditions of
1844 when the president of the church was dead 1 if his death disorganized the
first presidency a question not discussed in the 1835 revelation should the respective jurisdiction of the quorum of twelve and stake high councils return to the
status of the written revelation of 1835 thus allowing autonomous rule by these
respective bodies over organized stakes and isolated branches 2 if the altered jurisover the entire church was to be continued
diction of the quorum of the twelve oer
did the first quorum of seventy likewise gain an ascendancy over matters within
organized stakes these questions were resolved after the recognition of apostolic
succession enabled the quorum of twelve apostles to apply the provisions of d&c
dac
107 to the altered ecclesiastical situation
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would be altered once the first presidency no longer existed the
sudden removal of the organized first presidency an event not specifically provided for in the 1835 or 1841 revelations on 27 june
1844 thus made possible a three way struggle for power among the
quorum of the twelve the full first quorum of seventy and the
president of the central high council of the church at nauvoo this
ill defined potential of tripartite leadership by these ecclesiastical
bodies constituted a seventh avenue of succession that could legitimately be derived from joseph smith although no strident claims
under currents
of succession were advanced on this basis there were undercurrents
at nauvoo in response to this possibility
in april 1845 joseph smith s widow emma quoted the 1835
revelation to argue that william marks president of the nauvoo
high council and president of the nauvoo stake since 1839 should
have succeeded joseph smith in the leadership of the church 71 by
the time sidney rigdon was excommunicated on 8 september 1844
it was apparent that marks did not support the claim of the apostles
and therefore on 10 september 1844 marks was dropped from the
high council and on 7 october 1844 a conference of the church
dropped marks from his position as president of the nauvoo stake
a position he had held since 1839 772 despite his disaffection from
the rule of the apostles william marks apparently never gave much
energy to promoting himself as a successor to joseph smith instead
he followed the frustrating road of those who sought alternatives
to the church over which brigham young presided after joining
with rigdon strang and other groups of dissidents william marks
finally joined the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in 1859 marks assisted in the 1860 ordination of joseph
journal of james M monroe 24 april 1845 yale university
counc
council 10 september 1844 church archives deminutes of nauvoo high coonc
spite william marks rebellion against the authority of the twelve apostles there
ped or excommunicated he was tried by
is no evidence that he was ever disfellowshipped
disfellowship
the nauvoo high council on 30 november 1844 and unanimously retained in fellowship
low ship because he affirmed his support of the twelve apostles despite being in
an unsettled state respecting how the church should be organized on 7 december
be had refused to sign a statement repudi1844 he was cited for trial again because he
ating sidney rigdon s claims on 9 december 1844 marks appeared before the
nauvoo high council and signed a statement repudiating rigdon and voluntarily adding a clause acknowledging the authority of the quorum of the twelve see minutes
ap 910
9 10
of nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p 6 7 december 1844 pp
1844 742
11 and times and seasons 515 december 1844742
and 9 december 1844 pp
ap 10
1011
perhaps marks public statement of support for the quorum of twelve apostles was
considered sufficient repudiation of his later schismatic career for no record of his
being excommunicated is found in the following sources at church archives journals of brigham young wilford woodruff willard richards thomas bullock
nauvoo high council minutes or in the excommunication record 1845
1878
18451878
1
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111
III
smith lii
ili as president of that church and from 1863 to his death
in 1872 served as a counselor in the RLDS presidency despite
emma smith s preferences in 1845 brigham young received little
schismatic challenge from marks and none from any subsequent
president of the central stake of the church
there is no evidence that any of the seventy members of the
first quorum of seventy in 1844 challenged the already firmly
established rule of the quorum of the twelve nevertheless on
29 september 1844 brigham young vacated the full first quorum
of seventy by appointing the sixty three lesser members of that
quorum as presidents over local quorums of seventy leaving only
the first seven presidents of the first quorum in the original quorum although these seven men continued to function as general
authorities of the church known as the first council of seventy
73
they no longer had their own quorum over which to preside73
preside this
action eliminated the first quorum of seventy spoken of in the
1835 revelation and thus dispensed with its potential threat to the
prerogatives of the numerically smaller quorum of the twelve
apostles

THE NATURE OF APOSTOLIC

succession

quorum of the twelve was a known and trusted entity to
mormons As early as 27 march 1836 the apostles had been
the cormons
sustained with the first presidency as prophets and seers 714 with
their prophet dead and mobs menacing nauvoo the quorum of
cormons
the twelve seemed to be the only stability upon which mormons
could depend after 8 august 1844 the church emerged from its
crisis an unsettled mode of succession could have destroyed it
the quorum of the twelve was determined that such a crisis should

the

never be repeated the apostles were careful however to specify
that the place of joseph smith would never be filled by another
in an epistle of the quorum of the twelve to the church on 15
august 1844 they stated let no man presume for a moment that
s place will be filled by another for remember
his joseph smith sj
he stands in his own place and always will 715 when the membership of the church voted on 8 august to accept the twelve apostles
HC 17279
279 james N baumgarten
the role and function of the seventies
masters thesis brigham young university 1960
in LDS church history
pp
ap 31
32
3132
7journal
journal of joseph smith jr 18351836 pp
ap 17576 the published version
of the original minutes added the word revelatory
revelators to the designation see HC
417
2417
618 italics in original
times and seasons 515 august 1844
1844618
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as the first presidency of the church they were not voting for a
mormons were simply acknowledgsuccessor to joseph smith the cormons

ing the fact that the quorum of the twelve presided over the
church by virtue of known revelations and by the recognized ascendance
cen dance given to them by the founding prophet
nevertheless by virtue of his being president and senior member
of the quorum of the twelve apostles brigham young was already acting as president of the LDS church As early as 5 december 1844 brigham young signed himself in a letter as prest of the
church of LDS 71 moreover the manuscript minutes of the general conference on 7 april 1845 show that brigham young was
unanimously voted upon and sustained as the president of the
quorum of the twelve apostles to this church and nation and all
nations and also as the president of the whole church of latter
day saints 77 in pursuance of this mandate brigham young on
8 may 1845 wrote wilford woodruff then in england to obtain
foreign copyrights to church publications in the name of brigham
young president of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints and on 15 august 1845 he gave identical instructions to
others for the securing of U S copyrights to church publications 78
7

brigham young to david rogers 5 december 1844 yale university brigham
youngs role in presiding over the LDS church has traditionally been regarded as a
fulfillment of a prophecy given by joseph smith in 1832 when the two men first
met the first published account 1858 of that meeting noted that brigham young
spoke in tongues on that occasion and that joseph smith stated beyond the hearing of
the time will come when bra
brigham young
bro brigham young will preside
see history of brigham young deseret news weekly
over this church
10
february 1858 p 358
aten version of the history of
handwritten
tten
558 however the first handwr
handar
brigham young makes no reference to the prophecy although it gives a detailed
account of the speaking in tongues incident in the second and third handwritten
versions of this event the details of the speaking in tongues incident were reduced
i
aten
and reference to the prophecy was added see handwr
handwritten
handar
tten drafts of manuscript hisseptember 1832 church chives
tory of brigham young
archives the church historian
and clerks who prepared the first version of brigham youngs history seem not to
have known about the prophecy considering the additional evidence that none of the
aten before 1858 defending the position of the quorum of the twelve as the
written
tten
tracts wri
presiding body of the church mentioned that 1832 prophecy we must conclude it
had no bearing on anyones deciding to follow the leadership of brigham young
manuscript minutes of conference 7 april 1845 in the handwriting of thomas
bullock miscellaneous meeting minutes d 4358 church archives these minutes
were altered to correspond with the report of the conference published in times and
seasons 615 april 184587o
1845 870 the fact that brigham young was sustained presi1845870
dent of the church in 1845 was therefore public knowledge among those who witnessed it but unknown to those who depended upon the published account of the
conference the official history of the LDS church omits entirely the reference to
brigham young being sustained to any position in april 1845 see HC 7392
brigham young to wilford woodruff 8 may 1845 wilford woodruff papers
church archives journal of willard richards 1844
1845 book 15 august 1845
18441845
moreover
More
oer one of the causes for the excommunication of william pomeroy on 9
august 1845 was for cursing the president of the church
minutes of nauvoo
high council 9 august 1845
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As he returned from the new mormon refuge in the salt lake
valley brigham young suggested fo
forming
rining a separate first presidency wilford woodruff a member of the quorum of the twelve
since 1838 recorded on 12 october 1847 his feelings about the
suggestion
1I had a question put to me by president young what my opinion was concerning one of the twelve apostles being appointed as
the president of the church with his two councellors
Councel
councillors
Counci lors 1I answered
councilors
that a quorum like the twelve who have been appointed by revelation confirmed by revelation from time to time I1 thought it
would require a revelation to change the order of that quorum 79

to
although there was biblical precedent for the quorum of apostles
apost lesto
lead the church with peter at the head anciently there was neither
precedent nor specific authorization for the quorum of the twelve

to appoint a separate first presidency
when the matter was first proposed in a meeting of the quorum of the twelve on 15 november 1847 it became apparent that
others questioned the advisability of the proposal woodruff recorded
1I returned to winter quarters with br potter & met in council with the twelve 0 pratt introduced the subject of the standing & rights of the president & also of the quorum 0 pratt was
followed by G A smith W woodruff & A lyman & council ad810
80
journed until tomorrow 110

above entry alludes to the fact that members of the quorum of
the twelve led by orson pratt were concerned about the effect a
separate apostolic presidency would have on the jurisdiction of the
rest of the quorum of the twelve brigham young subsequently
bad led the opposition to organizing
acknowledged that elder pratt had
the 1847 first presidency 81 in 1873 T B H stenhouse an apostate but former confidant and associate of the general authorities I
not only correctly identified woodruff and pratt as questioning the
organization of the first presidency in 1847 but also said that john
taylor and parley P pratt had opposed its initial proposal 8212

the

1

october 1847 at the end of the october 12
entry in the journal there is the added phrase whatever the lord inspires you to do in
this matter 1I am with you this phrase is in a different penmanship than the rest
of the entry and apparently was added subsequently by woodruff
ibid 15 november 1847
meeting of 12 february 1849 miscellaneous minutes brigham young col-

journal of wilford woodruff

12

lection

B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints new york D appleton &
co 1873 pp
263 64 although stenhouse was an apostate mormon at the time he
ap 26364
wrote this book his account agrees in significant respects with woodruffs
woodruffe journal

T
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the

crux of the controversy was not whether brigham young
should be appointed president of the church he had already been
publicly sustained to that position on 7 april 1845 and by 1846
cormons were referring to brigham young as presirank and file mormons
dent of the church 83 at issue in 1847 was his propos
proposalto
to establish a
proposal
aito
alto
first presidency that would be administratively autonomous with
respect to the rest of the quorum of the twelve apostles thus dimini
minishing
shing the administrative role of the remaining quorum members the extent of apostolic opposition to this proposal is indicated
by the number of meetings convened to discuss the matter the
meeting of 15 november was reconvened the following day at
which the question was again discussed & A vote was taken that
the president shall at all times have the privilege of reproving rebuking exhorting & teaching at all times as he shall be led by the
holy ghost council dismissed this decision was unsatisfactory to brigham young who felt that it still required the majority
of the apostles to remain at the headquarters of the church instead
of preaching the gospel among the nations of the earth on 30 november 1847 the question was again discussed and the meeting
again ended inconclusively 84
A final meeting of nine of the apostles on this proposal occurred 5 december 1847 on this occasion brigham young said
1 I have been stirred
up to do this by the spirit of the lord by this
time resistance to the proposal had been reduced to two men
george A smith whose opposition was tentative and orson pratt
whose argument was more pronounced nevertheless after a five
hour meeting the apostles voted unanimously that brigham young
and two other apostles comprise a separate first presidency the
apostles did so on the basis of president young s emphasis that the
spirit of god testified that there was a need for a complete organization of the church 85 in 1860 apostle orson hyde stated that this
action received explicitly divine confirmation in february 1848
when the voice of god declared to a private meeting of the apostles
moreover his former associations with the apostles gave stenhouse ample opportunity
to gain knowledge of the internal relationships of the church As late as 1867 for
example he had joined john taylor s prayer circle wherein he and other men met
weekly to pray and to receive counsel and instruction from john taylor attendance
record of john taylor s prayer circle church archives
letter of ursulia B hascall to colonel wilson andrews 19 september 1846
in hascall family papers missouri historical society st louis missouri
journal of wilford woodruff 16 november 30 november 1847
minutes of public and private meetings 3377 december 1847 in miscellaneous
minutes brigham young papers church archives journal of wilford woodruff
5 december 1847
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let

my servant brigham step forth and receive the full power of
the presiding priesthood in my church and kingdom 80
the general membership of the church required no special manife
festation or protracted consultation to approve the formation of the
new first presidency at conferences of the church membership on
cormons who had fol27 december 1847 and subsequently the mormons
lowed the twelve voted to sustain the action of the quorum of the
twelve in forming a first presidency to the general membership
of the church this development must have appeared as a natural
consequence to brigham young s vigorous leadership during the
difficult times following the death of joseph smith
nevertheless the first presidency established in 1847 and subsequently by the apostles was significantly different from that of
joseph smith s presidency joseph s presidency was based upon appointment by fiat from the world s millions god chose joseph
smith jr to lead his church when joseph smith contemplated a
a successor he made an appointment without seeking prior approval of the other governing bodies of the church he did this in
1834 with david whitmer and oliver cowdery and in 1843 with

hyrum smith although the prophet had given the quorum of the
twelve apostles jurisdiction over the church equal only to his own
he had retained the arbitrary right to appoint his successor to the
office of president of the high priesthood and president of the
church lacking his one man privilege of arbitrary appointment the
rule of the quorum of the twelve apostles remained within the
basic structure of that body
brigham young demonstrated that this was his view during his
thirty three year presidency over the church throughout his life
he denied that he was the successor of joseph smith as prophet repeatedly
peat edly affirming that he was an apostle of jesus christ and of
joseph smith 87 brigham young maintained that he was president
JD 8234 discourse delivered on 7 october 1860 no contemporary record
of this event has yet been discovered in 1894 wilford woodruff specifically denied
that the events hyde described had occurred at the time the first presidency was
organized
journal of abraham H cannon 30 august 1894 brigham young university
versity
woodruffe denial does not impugn hydes testimony however because
woodruffs
hyde specifically stated that the event he described occurred in february 1848 two
months after the organization of the first presidency corroboration of hyde s account
is provided by brigham young himself in a statement made on 4 april 1860 with
dispute
spute at 0 hydes the power came upon us a shock
reference to a doctrinal ch
pratt had the spirit of god like us all in
that alarmed the neighborhood
bro prattt
pottawatomie & believed when the revel was given to us
miscellaneous minutes
brigham young papers
JD 6320 discourse delivered 7 april 1852
869 discourse delivered 3
june 1860 3212 discourse delivered 17 february 1856 5296 discourse delivered 6 october 1857
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of the church by virtue of his position as senior apostle and that in
reality he had never left the quorum of the twelve
now it is no more my duty to live so as to know the mind
and will of the lord than it is the duty of my brethren the rest
of the twelve I1 say the rest of the twelve because I1 am the
president of the quorum of the twelve apostles on the earth 88

although the organized first presidency was administratively autonomous with respect to the body known as the quorum of the
twelve the presidency after 1847 was an extension of that quorum
for this reason president brigham young in 1865 could assert that
the quorum of the twelve apostles had led the church for twenty
one years 89
it has been customary to refer to the periods after 1844 in which
dle apostles had not organized a first presidency as the apostolic
die
the
interregnum or apostolic presidency 90 in reality there has never
been a time since 1844 that the apostolic presidency has not existed
since 1844 the senior apostle in rank within the quorum of the
twelve has been the president of the church whether or not he
established himself in a first presidency with separate counselors
As wilford woodruff stated in a letter of 28 march 1887
the
president of the twelve is really the president of the church by
virtue of his office as much while presiding over the twelve
apostles as while presiding over his two counselors 91 nevertheless
on occasion it has been seriously advocated that someone other than
the senior member of the quorum of the twelve become the president of the church in 1880 apostle orson pratt proposed that
a young man be appointed president of the church instead of
any of the elderly senior apostles and joseph F smith was specifically proposed to be such a choice in 1877 by counselor daniel
H wells and again in 1887 by apostle heber J grant these pro12
posals were disapproved by the rest of the quorum of the twelve 92
11

discourse delivered 31 august 1875
italics added
71
JD
ID 1870
187071
YD 11155 discourse delivered 26 june 1865 not until 12 february 1849
JD
were three men ordained apostles to fill the administrative vacancies in the quorum of
the twelve caused by the creation of the new apostolic first presidency
HC volume 7
apostolic interregnum
durham and heath succession
pp
ap 59 78 103
matthias F cowley wilford Wo
woodruff
cruff salt lake city deseret news 1909
reprinted 1965
p 651 original in church archives also durham and heath
succession ap
pp 58 92 the basis by which the apostles are ranked in seniority has
varied for a discussion of this matter see durham and heath succession
journal of moses thatcher 1880 october p 117 brigham young university
diary of franklin D richards 3 october 1877 church archives and journals of
heber J grant 24 and 25 june 1887 and 4 october 1898 church archives T B
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F smith did become president of the church in
1901 he had previously been ranked as the senior apostle of the

when joseph
quorum

the

automatic nature of the senior apostle becoming the next
president of the church was vital to apostolic succession president
harold B lee has stated that this automatic process avoids as
elder spencer W kimball has said the possibility of using political devices or revolutionary methods in establishing presidential
succession 93 this automatic succession of the senior apostle was
fundamental to the concept that the quorum of the twelve apostles without appointing a successor has presided over the church
since 1844 down to the present the apostles have affirmed that
although succession of the senior apostle is automatic it would require direct relevation for any other person including another member of the quorum of the twelve to become president of the
church 94 appointing anyone as president of the church who was
not already the senior apostle could conceivably end the automatic
apostolic succession established in 1844 and reestablish the former
prerogative of the living president to designate or actually ordain
intended successors as joseph smith once did
As part of apostolic succession however the quorum of the
H stenhouse wrote in 1873 that president young was grooming his son brigham
1I have found
63
ap 662
66263.
jr to succeed him see stenhouse rocky mountain saints pp
66263
no evidence to suggest that president young intended his son to be his immediate
successor to the presidency of the church on the other hand he undoubtedly anticipated that eventually one of his sons would become the president by virtue of being
the senior apostle in the church ordaining john W young an apostle at the age
of eleven may have been a step in that direction see andrew jenson church chronology salt lake city deseret news 1899 p xxviii until 5 april 1900 apostles
in the quorum of the twelve were ranked in seniority according to date of ordination
even if the apostle entered the quorum years afterward
improvement era 73 june 197028
1970 28 see also bruce R mcconkie succession
in the presidency speeches of the year BYU devotional and ten stake fireside
addresses 1974 provo utah brigham young university press 1975 pp
ap 19 25
in 1904 president joseph F smith publicly referred to the automatic succession of
myrlee
the senior apostle as merely a custom see proceedings before the Com
mirlee
committee
millee on
privileges and elections of the united states
slates senate in the matter of the protests
against the right of hon reed smoot A senator from the state of utah to hold his
seat 4 vols washington D C U S government printing office 1904
19041907
1907
193 this was apparently president smiths way of countering the objection to
apostle reed smoot s being a U S senator on the basis of smoots being a member of
a self perpetuating body of twelve men who had control of ecclesiastical political
and economic policies of the church because president smith was testifying before
men who did not believe in revelation in fact the final conclusion of the attorney
seeking to unseat smoot was that smoot was ineligible because he believed god could
answer prayer with revelation joseph F smith apparently chose not to indicate that
the custom of apostolic succession could be changed only by revelation
wilford woodruff to heber J grant 28 march 1887 church archives quoted
in improvement era 73 june 1970
29 and statement by harold B lee in ibid
197029
p 28
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twelve and apostolic first presidency have clearly outlined the
pattern of succession implied in the 1835 and 1841 revelations the
succession of the senior apostle of the quorum is automatic but in
the event that some catastrophe eliminated all but one member of
the quorum of the twelve then that surviving apostle having all
the keys of the priesthood would be president of the church and
would then ordain others to fill up the quorum of the twelve if
the case were that the president of the church and entire quorum
of the twelve apostles were to be removed then the seven men
comprising the first council of seventy would call sixty three other
seventies to fill up the full first quorum of seventy which body
in such circumstances would have the keys of authority to direct the
church and priesthood until the quorum of seventy ordained men
to comprise a new quorum of twelve apostles if at the extreme
the president of the church the entire quorum of the twelve
apostles and the entire quorum of seventy were removed by death
or church discipline then even in such an extremity the succession
would be unclouded for the presidents of all the ecclesiastical
stakes of the church would then hold as a body the keys of the
priesthood sufficient to govern the church and ordain men to the
quorum of the twelve who then would govern and organize the
church according to the clearly established pattern of apostolic
succession 95 when the reestablishment of the full first quorum
of seventy was begun on 3 october 1975 after an absence of 131
years it thereby made virtually impossible the need to turn to the
latter option of automatic succession thus the automatic nature of
apostolic succession established in 1844 has protected the church
membership from a repeated crisis by clarifying the pattern of succession in all exigencies

succession BY A descendant OF THE PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH
although the quorum of the twelve apostles holding the keys
of the priesthood legitimately presided over the church by virtue
of established directives and authorization of joseph smith jr
there remained an eighth method of succession which may have been
established by the prophet that method involved the right of his
brigham young in JD 98788
987 88 discourse of 7 may 1861 george Q cannon in JD
anthon H lund in conID 19235 discourse delivered 8 october 1877
p 75 B H roberts A comprehensive
ference report 1901 salt lake city 1901
pay
ray
jay saints century 1I 6 vols salt
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
lake city deseret news 1930 2569370
570 joseph fielding smith the twelve
2369
2569 370
2369370
apostles improvement era 59 november 1956788
1956 788
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sons to succeed him ass president of the church these claims were
not advanced by his sons until fifteen years after the martyrdom
a fact which utah mormon polemicists used for the next century
111
to repudiate joseph smith ili
III
lil
ill s claims that he was designated to be
lii
the successor of his father 96 apologetics aside there is evidence that
joseph smith jr hoped that his sons might eventually preside over
the church to this end he may have designated his eldest living
111
son joseph smith III
ili to be his successor
that joseph smith intended his descendants to have prominence
in the leadership of the church is apparent from several sources
in an 1841 revelation there was a direct statement concerning joseph
smith s descendants in thee and in thy seed shall the kindred of
the earth be blessed dac
d&c 12458 977 between 1833 and 1843
joseph smith called the following members of his family to be general authorities his father his brothers hyrum and william his
uncle john his aunt s first cousin amasa M lyman his own first
cousin george A smith and several distant cousins 98 in view of
revelatory comments about joseph smith s descendants and his own
efforts to make the hierarchy an extended family it would be difficult to deny that joseph smith may have had plans for elevating
his own sons to the highest leadership of the church
whether in fact joseph smith officially designated his son
III to be his successor has been debated for more than a
joseph 111
ili
century apostle lyman wight already excommunicated by brigites in which he said that
strangites
ham young wrote a letter to the Strang
after joseph smith escaped from liberty jail in 1839 the prophet
possibly joseph smith 111
III
designated a youth
lii to be his suc
H roberts succession in the presidency charles W penrose priesthood
and presidency claims of the josephite or reorganized church examined and
compared with reason and revelation salt lake city george Q cannon & sons
joseph fielding smith origin of the reorganized church and the question
1898
of succession salt lake city deseret news 1909
0 A murdock succession of
117
which was copyrighted and enjoseph 111
III salt lake city deseret news 1913
dorsed by the LDS first presidency
alvin R dyer the fallacy salt lake city
shoots of
deseret book 1964 russell rich those who would be leaders Off
offshoots
provo utah brigham young university press 1967
invaluable
mormonism
and unbiased surveys of the various churches deriving from joseph smith jr are
to be found in the works of two historians of utah mormon background dale L
morgan A bibliography of the churches of the dispersion western humanities
91 and kate B carter denominations that base
81
1953 107
review 7sununer
10781
7summer 195310791
1953107
their beliefs on the teachings of joseph smith a mormon prophet salt lake city
B

np
ap

1962

see also d&c
8610 and 11012
dac
for a discussion of dynasticism in the mormon hierarchy see D michael quinn
organizational development and social origins of the mormon hierarchy 1832master s thesis university of utah 1973 pp
ap
1932 A prosopographical study
245
125
125245
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cessor 99 in 1892 james whitehead a member of the RLDS church
testified that as a private secretary to joseph smith jr in nauvoo
lie
ite
ile had personal knowledge of the rights of joseph smith 111
he
III
ili
recollect a meeting that was held in the winter of 1843 at
nauvoo illinois prior to joseph smiths death at which the
appointment was made by him joseph smith of his successor
his son joseph was selected as his successor
he was ordained and anointed at that meeting hyrum smith the patriarch
anointed him and joseph his father blessed him and ordained him
and newel K whitney poured the oil on his head and he was
set apart to be his fathers successor in office holding all the powers his father held
1I

whitehead also stated that this secret ceremony was later ratified by
cormons
a general meeting at nauvoo attended by 3000 mormons
Mormons 100
there are certain problems with whitehead s testimony that
bear consideration first no contemporary minutes of the 1843

ceremony or ratifying meeting are extant moreover no reference
to either the 1839 ceremony or the 1843 ceremony has been located
in the diaries of the principal men involved or in the available
journals of joseph smith s private secretaries in addition whitehead s memory about his own role in nauvoo seems to have been
faulty rather than being the only private secretary to joseph smith
from 1842 to 1844 whitehead was a clerk on the nauvoo temple
building committee and also a clerk in the office of the trustee
in
White heads claim that he alone kept joseph
trust despite whiteheads
intrust
letter books and correspondence the joursmith s private journals letterbooks
nals are in the handwriting of willard richards and the correbooks are in the handwriting primarily of willletterbooks
ietter
letter
spondence
spon dence and lelterbooks
iam clayton who in fact did serve as the prophet s private secretary
0
loi
moreover in june 1874 whitehead privately
from 1842 to 1844 101
book of lyman wight july 1855 RLDS archives although this letter
letterbook
Letter
was written to the northern islander it was apparently not published in that periodical differing from wight joseph smith 111
III remembered this experience as having
ili
occurred while joseph smith jr was still in prison smith history of the reorganized church 3506
complainants abstract of pleading and evidence in the circuit couff
court
cauff of the
western division at kansas city the
westein
westein district of missouri vestern
united states vehern
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints complainant vs the church
ap 28 33 37
lamoni iowa 1893 pp
of christ at independence missouri
ap 180
81 concerning the
another witness john H carter gave similar testimony on pp
18081
public meeting
1845 pp
ap 35 90 and journals and letter
journal of william clayton 1840
18401845
1844 church
books of joseph smith jr 1842
18421844
chuich archives see also the records of
1844 taken from civil and ecclesiastical
trustee in trust land transactions 1842
18421844
records of nauvoo hancock county illinois in the files of nauvoo restoration inc
salt lake city utah had whitehead actually functioned in the inner circle of jo
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admitted that he did not witness the 1843 ordination of joseph
smith 111
III
ili but instead had heard it discussed by others 102
nevertheless there is circumstantial evidence from the nauvoo
III
period indicating that joseph smith 111
ili was designated to be the
successor of his father rumors about the matter were widespread
enough to be included in an 1844 published history of illinois

the

it is said has left a will or revelation appointing a successor and among other things it is stated that his son
a lad of twelve years is named therein as his successor of this
however there is no certainty 103

prophet

one of the

sources for this vague rumor may have been the patriarchal blessing given to joseph smith 111
III
lii by his grandfather which
stated in part you shall bave
have power to carry out all that your
father left undone when you become of age 104 on the other hand
these nauvoo rumors may have derived from the kind of ordination
ceremony described by whitehead although there is thus far no
111
conclusive evidence verifying that joseph smith III
ili was ordained
and anointed as successor in 1843 a letter of 14 june 1845 by
george J adams seems to refer to such an event
have suffered much persecution since i left boston and much
abuse because i cant support the twelve as the first presidency i
cant do it when i know that it belongs to josephs son young
joseph who was ordained by his father before his death 105
i

for his opposition to the quorum of the twelve and particularly
new england george J adams
annew
for his advocating polygamy in
innew
had been excommunicated on 10 april 1845 106
moreover when william smith began rebelling against the
rule of the quorum of the twelve it was partly because he felt
young joseph was being supplanted by brigham young As early
seph smiths activities it is remarkable that until after 1844 hardly any reference is
made to him by those who were unquestionably involved in the lesser known developments of nauvoo willard richards thomas bullock william clayton and the apostles
iary of william W blair 17 june 1873 RLDS archives
lary
diary
henry brown history of illinois new york J winchester 1844 p 489
blessing of joseph smith 111
III given by joseph smith sr in kirtland written
by lucy mack smith from memory in 1845 church archives also in saints herald
702
lamoni
iowa 65 28 july 1909
la
1909702
adams to A R tewkesbury 14 june 1845 church archives A possible ac
knowledgement of this alleged ordination appears in a letter of samuel H B smith
we visited nauvoo and saw the young prophet
to george A smith 10 july 1860
for 1I suppose that is the name he goes by having been ordained by his father previous
he steps forth to do a work
to his death and called by the spirit of late
photocopy of original brigham young university
the prophet new york 10 may 1845

warns
marns
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as 20 august 1845 ile
lle
lie
he wrote letters asserting that joseph smith
117
lor when he was removed as presid111
III
ili
lii was the prophet s successor 107
ing patriarch and apostle by action of a general conference of the
church on 6 october 1845 he retaliated by publishing a pamphlet
that stated in part
this brigham young was pampering the church with the
idea that although little joseph was the rightful heir to the priesthood and office of his father as a prophet seer and revelator
that it was not prudent to mention this for fear of the little childs

life

108

As noted earlier the twelve apostles excommunicated william
smith on 19 october for publishing this tract
if in fact an actual ordinance was performed by joseph smith
jr ordaining his eldest son as successor the attitudes of those allegedly familiar with the ceremony are curious james whitehead
who later claimed personal knowledge of the ordination of joseph
III
smith 111
ili as successor followed brigham young even after brigham was sustained as president of the church As late as april
1848 whitehead accepted a mission from president young to act as
an agent in gathering the saints from the eastern united states for
the journey to utah although whitehead said 1 I withdrew from
the church there winter quarters on account of its wickedness
he actually remained on this mission until he was disfellowshipped
ped
disfellowship
log
on 5 november 1848 for moral misconduct 109
while george J
adams in june 1845 referred to the ordination of joseph smith 111
III
ili
he was able a year later to write the following concerning james
J strang
1I now testify to all the world that he is a prophet seer and
revelator appointed and chosen of god to stand in the place of
brother joseph to give the word of god and hold the keys and
power that is to bear off this last dispensation 110

william smith
rudd

s

frequently expressed assertions about joseph smith

see also his letters to lewis robbins 5
october 7 november 1845 and 27 january 1846 church archives
warsaw signal warsaw illinois 29 october 1845 pp
ap 1 4 no copy of the
original pamphlet can be located at present but it was reprinted in full in this issue
of the warsaw signal
recommend and appointment of james whitehead winter quarters camp
of israel 17 april 1848 james whitehead papers church archives pottawattamie
high council record 5 november 1848 church archives letter of orson hyde to
orson pratt in latter day saints millennial star 111
27 cf
111
184927
ilc january 1849
complainants abstract p 35
voree herald voree wisconsin ljuly
louly 1846 the original letter is docu1july
ment 195 in the strang manuscripts yale university

william smith

p

123

lii
lil
ili
ill
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111
III
ili
lil
ill s rights of succession never mentioned any ordination but argued
lii

the lineal rights of the young boy from scripture and precedent
moreover william smith supported james J strang s appointment
ili
iii and his periodic willingness to
as joseph smith jr s successor 111
hann youngs leadership in utah has been mentioned
harn
brigham
accept Brig
when strang suggested that william smith be appointed chief paIII
triarch and joseph smith 111
lii be appointed counselor and patriarch
william smith not only objected but virtually denied that joseph
smith 111
III had a claim of presidential succession joseph is but a
ili
boy and will not defend his rights whatever they are if he has
any 112 As far as joseph smith jr the prophet is concerned on
16 july 1843 he publicly proclaimed hyrum not his son as suc111
cessor 113 moreover if the ordination of joseph smith lil
III
lii occurred
then his mother s attitude is curious in april 1845 emma smith
told her son s tutor that william marks should succeed joseph
smith jr because marks was the individual contemplated by him
of1succession
for his successor 114 it is evident that in the crisis of succession
that began in 1844 none of these sometime advocates of joseph
smith 111
III
ili maintained a consistent position with reference to his
III had indeed been
unilateral right of succession if joseph smith 111
ill
ordained or anointed to be a successor the significance of that event
was at times ambivalent even to his most knowledgeable supporters
even for joseph smith 111
III
ili
lii the ordinances described by lyman
wight and james whitehead had less than conclusive significance
with reference to succession in 1846 william smith wrote that
111
III
joseph smith lil
lii had related a childhood vision that supported the
claims of james J strang 115 even after becoming president of the
III repeatedly maintained that he had
RLDS church joseph smith 111
lii
not been officially ordained by his father as the successor but
hoid
bold
rather was blessed by his father in 1839 and in 1843 to hold
that office at some future date his objection to the word ordination in regard to the events of 1839 and 1843 was based on his
conviction that a person could not be ordained president of the
church at the same time someone else occupied that position
young joseph nevertheless solemnly affirmed that he had received
strangs
rangs
ibid documents william smiths Ac knowledgement of james J St
strands
559
55940
1972
539 40
claims courage 2summer 1972559
53940
197253940
1972539
william smith to james J strang 25 december 1846 document 27b in
strang manuscripts yale university
journal of willard richards 16 july 1843
journal of james monroe 24 april 1845
statement of william smith in voree herald ljuly
1july
louly 1846
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such priesthood blessings in 1839 and 1843 and that those prophetic designations were dependent upon worthiness and required
ilg
eventual ordination by those properly qualified 116
although automatic succession did not apply to joseph smith
111
III there is evidence to indicate that brigham young acknowledged
ill
ili
a future role of the sons of joseph smith jr in the church when
asked about young joseph on 28 february 1860 he said that bless117
ings will rest upon the posterity of joseph smith the prophet liz
brigham young is also alleged to have acknowledged privately and
publicly prior to 1860 that joseph smith 111
III
lii had a right to preside
cormons
in the church 118 not only brigham young but many mormons
in the great basin seem to have anticipated that one day joseph
111
smith III
ili would become a leader in the church perpetuated by the
apostles 119 it was with wonderment that they learned he had become the president on 6 april 1860 of a church formed by dissidents from numerous sects established after the death of joseph
111
smith jri
ari joseph smith III
jr
ili was ordained president of the RLDS
church by four men two had never belonged to the church prior
to his father s death one had been out of favor with his father in
1844 and was dropped from office for supporting rigdon s claims
and the last had followed the twelve apostles until they led the
main body of the church to utah 120 the immediate reaction of the
mormons
cormons of utah was indicated in the letter of william H folyoung
som informing brigham Y
oung of the ordination A strange affair indeed the lesser has ordained the greater 121
111 brigham young condespite the action of joseph smith III
tinued to hope that the young man or one of his brothers would
reconsider and return to the church he had led in apostolic sucIII
cession for sixteen years three months after joseph smith 111
lii had
11121

smith history of the reorganized church 350607
3506 07 5361 and complainap 7980
79 80
ants abstract pp
brigham young office journal 28 february 1860
john D lee mormonism unveiled or the life and confessions of the late
mormon bishop john D lee st louis missouri bryan brand & co 1877
62 164 statement of john H carter complainants abstract p 181
pp
ap 155 161
16162
september 18554
ibid also letter of george miller in northern islander 5 5september
1855 4
blair samuel powers william marks and zenas
the men were william Whistory
of these men see smith origin of the reH gurley for discussion of the
organized church pp
ap 86
93 and smith history of the reorganized church 37218693
48 for examples of william marks disaffection from joseph smith and
31 737
73748
sympathy with william law s 1844 reformation of the church see nauvoo city
council minutes 3 and 4 january 1844 nauvoo collection church archives and
journal of joseph fielding april 1844 p 27
william H folsom to brigham young 20 april 1860 brigham young collection church archives
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become president of the RLDS church brigham young stated in

public meetings
what of joseph smiths family

what

of his boys

1I

have
prayed from the beginning for sister emma and for the whole
a man in this church that has entertained
family there is not aman
better feelings towards them joseph said to me god will take
care of my children when I1 am taken they are in the hands of
god and when they make their appearance before this people full
amen we are
of his power there are none but what will say
ready to receive you 11 122

As joseph smith 111
III
lii demonstrated increasing hostility to the church
ili
in utah brigham young expressed hope that the martyred
marty red prophet s youngest son david hyrum smith would one day merit his
rightful place as president of the LDS church on 1 september
1861 the wife of lucien woodworth a member of the council
of fifty reported to the LDS church historian that joseph smith
had pronounced special promises on his unborn son david H

and she also stated that president young announced the fact that
in joseph s posterity the keys of the priesthood should rest and that
cle scend 123 at october
descend
upon young david the blessing should cie
conference 1863 president young publicly stated that joseph
III
smith 111
ili would never preside over the LDS church but affirmed

long before his death joseph the prophet had told said to

born to himme all about this son he should 1I shall have a son bom
me and his name should shall be called david and on him in
some future time will rest the responsibility that now rests upon
me this is josephs declaration to me and others sometime before his death 1I can produce plenty of witnesses to the truth of
this if necessary 124

on that

occasion president young further indicated that he would
welcome a lineal heir to be president of the LDS church if that
person conformed to the revelation of god and received that office
humbly through the constituted apostolic authority that directed it at
present brigham young reaffirmed that view more explicitly
during the general conference of 7 october 1866
1I am looking for the time when the lord will speak to david
per sueing
H smith but let him persue the course he is now persueing
D 869 discourse delivered 3 june 1860 italics added
ID
12
12historians
historians office journal I1 september 1861 church archives italics added
john D lee also said brigham young claimed that david H smith would be the
mormon
normon
narmon rsm
president of the church one day lee mormonism
ism unveiled p 162
12
1863 recorded by george D
minutes of sermon 7 october 1865
watt brigham young collection and journal of robert mcquarrie 6 sic october
1863 both at church archives
12manuscript
manuscript
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and he will never preside over the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints in time or in eternity
it would be his right to
preside over this church if he would only walk in the true path
of duty 1251

president young s hopes that the sons of joseph would enter the
church and assume their anticipated role were never fulfilled all
of joseph smith s living sons including david H smith repudiated
the church in utah and became leaders of the reorganized church
the difficulty concerning the sons of joseph smith centered
in the years of their estrangement from the church after 1844 after
the prophet s death emma smith became suspicious of the ascendancy of the apostles and fearful that her sons would not receive
their proper status in the church led by the apostles 126 by the time
william smith had been excommunicated emma had resolved no
longer to unite her life with the church in november 1844 it was
rumored in the non mormon press that mrs joe smith it is said
has lost all confidence if she ever had any in the mormon
faith 127 that charge may have been anti mormon invective but
as early as 25 december 1846 william smith wrote that emma
111
smith would not let him joseph smith 1111
III
ill
ili have anything to do
ilil
with mormonism at present 112128 A year later emma married a non
mormon and in january 1848 she applied for membership in the
131
130
121
methodist episcopal church 120
she remained in nauvoo and did
not teach her children the doctrines and practices of her late husband As one RLDS historian has noted joseph smith 111
III
lii sought
to preside over the church his father founded ignorant of much
of its earlier history and its doctrines 130
III
ili a compelling reason for not uniting with
for joseph smith 111
cormons in the great basin was his revulsion at the practice
the mormons
of polygamy 131 the official policy of the RLDS church which he
minutes of sermon 7 october 1866 recorded by george D watt
brigham young collection
aemma
emma A phillips 33 women of the restoration independence mo herald
4emma
house 1960 p 24 margaret wilson gibson emma hale the elect lady indepenap 21215
dence mo herald house 1954 pp
212 15 21826
218 26
upper mississippian
mississipp tan
ian rock island illinois 2 november 1844
william smith to james J strang 25 december 1846 document 27b strang
manuscripts yale university
letter of almon W babbitt to heber C kimball nauvoo 31 january 1848
heber C kimball papers church archives
alma R blair the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
moderate mormonism in restoration movement p 218
III against polygamy were so intense that on one
lii
the feelings of joseph smith 111
occasion while in company with one of his polygamous cousins in utah he became
physically ill when observing one of the plural wives in the household on another
occasion he remarked that if he learned that his father had actually been a polygamist
12

12manuscript
manuscript
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developed not only repudiated polygamy the temple ordinances
the political economic role of the church and many of joseph
smith s doctrinal developments during the nauvoo period but he
also denied that these had ever been part of mormonism As RLDS
historian robert bruce flanders has noted concerning these developments fostered by joseph smith during the last four years of
his life
members of the reorganized church for example have always
had difficulty interpreting the nauvoo experience because its
many of the details such as
meaning is ambivalent to them
celestial marriage the politicizing of the church smiths temporal
roles in nauvoo mormonism as a vehicle for the immediate revolut ionizing of society and the real meaning of the nauvoo temple
lutionizing
they have tended to reject or deny 132

III
joseph smith 111
ili and his brothers could not accept the doctrines
practices and world view developed by their father nor would they
nauvo
these nauvoo
allow themselves to believe that
thatthese
kauvo0 developments occurred by their father s direction
the sons of joseph smith jr had priesthood opportunities in
the church by virtue of his acknowledged intentions for his posterity and perhaps also by actual priesthood ordinance whether
called ordination blessing or designation the presidency of the
church however had never been restricted to the family of joseph
smith the prophet himself had ordained david whitmer and
oliver cowdery both removed from patrilineal succession to be
his successors each of them had rebelled against him and the directions in which he was leading the church and thereby lost the right
of successorship he had conferred upon them the sons of joseph
smith jr forfeited their rights in a similar manner
the LDS church headquartered in salt lake city utah was
the ecclesiastical political economic theological and philosophical
legacy of joseph smith jr no less an opponent of brigham young
and an authority on early mormonism than sidney rigdon affirmed
this in a letter of 1858

that

society like all others in its organization and progress
developed a history and it is those developments only which
constitute its history from 1830 to 1840 those developments
it would make no difference to his personal campaign against the practice but would
be one more burden he would carry with him to the grave inez smith davis the
story of the church independence mo herald house 1938 p 367
storgf
in
trobert bruce flanders
dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited
robert
restoration movement p 156

storff
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created an unbroken chain of history in 1840 it culminated and
its history tended in a different direction and found its level in
the order of things which now exist in utah 133

bad been held in trust by the apostles for the
in a sense the church had
sons of joseph eventually to preside over but his sons rejected
mormonism and established themselves as the leaders of a church
that repudiated much that their father had instituted as divine
during the last five years of his prophetic office As joseph fielding
smith has stated if the posterity of the prophet joseph smith are
to receive their lineal rights of succession they must conform to
the full order he established 134

succession OF 1844 A WATERSHED
joseph smith had at different times by precept or precedent
established eight possible routes of legitimate succession to his place
as president of the church and of the high priesthood on earth
As two recent analysts of LDS succession have observed
in the
first years of church government the law of succession was in embryo stage it seems that even in the prophet joseph smiths mind
THE

just who would succeed him at any given moment was not always
clear there was a gradual evolution of succession principles 135
whether through oversight or as a means to test the faithful joseph smiths neglect to make explicit to the general membership
136
an undisputed mode of succession caused thousands136
of his folthousands
lowers to falter wander and ultimately to reject the church headquartered in utah which was the continuation of all that joseph
smith jr had
bad finalized at nauvoo albeit often in secret or private
counsels in areas such as philadelphia where the cross
crosscurrents
currents of
the succession crisis were severe as many as forty percent of the
members of the church rejected the apostolic succession 137
rigdon to william H payne 9 july 1858 sidney rigdon papers church

archives
smith origin of the reorganized church pp
ap 5657
56 57
durham and heath succession p 117
the statement thousands is not extreme in view of the fact that two thousand followers supported strang at his zenith in the 1850s at the same time other
schismatic leaders alpheus cutler william smith lyman wight james C brewster
charles B thompson and even sidney rigdon and david whitmer each had
followers numbering from 100 to several hundreds added to this likely estimate of
more than 3000 schismatics in the early 1850s were an inestimable number of mor
mons who had become disaffected altogether because of the conflicting claims
philadelphia the largest branch of the LDS
church
IDS
the membership records of ph
ins
in the eastern states from 1841 to 1844 indicate that 95
of the ex communications
that can be dated occurred between september 1844 and 1847 virtually all of them
for rebellion against the authority of the quorum of the twelve apostles if that
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those who knew most accurately the directions in which joseph
smith was leading the church were persons who gained that knowledge in the privacy of upper rooms or isolated retreats in fact
there was a pathetic quality to the apologetical arguments published
by strang rigdon william smith and others who focused almost
entirely upon the published revelations of the doctrine and covenants to assert their various claims of succession during the life
of joseph smith jr the published revelations were selections for
general information from a larger corpus of written revelations
and inspired utterances the publication process was often years
behind the flow of his revelations and the exercise of his priesthood
keys the schismatics defended themselves from an ignorance or a
defiance of what joseph smith had entrusted by word and action to
close associates in the leadership of the church
ultimately it was brigham young heber C kimball willard
richards and their associates who knew the directions in which
joseph smith had led the LDS church and the future he anticipated
for it they were loyal to joseph smith and to his prophetic office
but their success in continuing his work required the support of the
ninety nine percent of the latter day saints who knew nothing of
the crucial instructions joseph smith gave at nauvoo regarding succession priesthood the endowment marriage the political kingdom
of god and numerous other doctrines and practices it is hardly
less than miraculous that the general membership of the church
were persuaded that what had transpired without publicity under
the direction and action of joseph smith was to be perpetuated by
the only ones holding the priesthood keys the quorum of the
twelve apostles the LDS succession crisis of 1844 therefore was
resolved at the price of requiring the acceptance of authority conferred upon a select group of individuals without previous public
announcement or approval the heritage of the crisis of 1844 is
schisma that have used and continue to use the
found in the LDS schisms
precedents of the succession crisis of 1844 as pretexts for their own
claims
proportion is applied to the ex communications where no date or cause is specified then
cormons who were listed as members of the philadelphia
it appears that of the 334 mormons
branch on 31 august 1844 40 were excommunicated for rejecting apostolic succession see records of the philadelphia branch 18391854
1839 1854 RLDS archives
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